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The purpose of the Cybersecurity Startup Observatory is to collaborate to 
build a safer society and to help solve important problems leveraging cybersecurity 
innovation. Find out more and tell us what matters to you by visiting us at:

 www.cyberstartupobservatory.com 

This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of interest 
only and does not constitute professional advice. You should not act upon the 
information contained in this publication without obtaining specific professional 
advice. No representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy or completeness 
of the information contained in this publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, 
Smartrev Analytics Consultants SLU, its members and employees do not accept or 
assume any liability, responsibility or duty of care for any consequences of you or 
anyone else acting, or refraining to act, in reliance on the information contained in this 
publication or for any decision based on it. 

In this document, “Cyber Startup Observatory”  and “Smartrev Cybersec” refer to 
trademarks belonging to Smartrev Analytics Consultants SLU.

The information provided by the participating startups and companies belongs 
to them. They remain the sole and exclusive owner of any information provided to 
Smartev including without limitation, with respect to any intellectual property rights, 
copyrights and trademarks. Smartrev Analytics Consultants SLU have received explicit 
written permission to publish all the information included in this report.

© 2018 Smartrev Analytics Consultants SLU. All rights reserved.

1st Global Cybersecurity Observatory

•  e-Commerce
•  Public Sector
•  Manufacturing

•  Financial Services
•  Healthcare
•  Critical Infrastructures

•  Technology & Consulting
•  Law Enforcement
•  Education

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Preface

During recent months, the financial services, healthcare, public sector, 
manufacturing, critical infrastructures and many other industries have been the target 
of different types of attacks coming from hackers, organized crime groups and 
sometimes even nation states. The sophistication, severity and effectiveness of such 
events have substantially increased during the last year with record data breaches, 
massive personal information ending up on the dark web and widespread ransomware, 
phishing and DDoS attacks.

Our goal with this publication is on the one hand to bring awareness to practitioners  
in the referred industries of the severity of these new threats, the quickly evolving 
strategies, tactics and tools used by hackers and criminal organizations and on the 
other hand to highlight the available tools and solutions to address those challenges 
and the incredible innovation that is coming from some markets all around the world.

We would like to express our sincere gratitude to our Sponsors, Observatory© 
Members and all the participating startups and their teams for their fantastic solutions 
and their contribution not only to this Observatory©, but also to secure the referred 
industries and society as a whole. All of them contribute to keeping our companies and 
lives cyber-safe.

Moreover, some of the most reputed global cybersecurity executives have shared 
their thoughts, vision and valuable insights with the community. We would like to thank 
all of them for their contribution which has been absolutely instrumental in elevating 
the tone of this Observatory© in terms of quality, technical depth and global scope. In 
particular, we would like to thank:

• Stéphane Nappo, Global Chief Information Security Officer & Board Advisor at 
Société Générale IBFS

• Chuck Brooks, Principal Market Growth Strategist, General Dynamics Mission 
Systems. Adjunct Faculty at Master’s in Applied Intelligence Program at 
Georgetown University. 

• Anshul Srivastav, Chief Information Officer & Digital Officer at Union Insurance
• Victor Cayupil Amaya, Regional Information Systems Security Officer, LATAM, 

BNP Paribas Cardif

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Finally, it would be unfair not to thank my co-editor Maite Ortega, our colleagues 
Alicia Peña and Carlos Rivas for their infinite patience and support to the preparation 
of this publication, the startup observatory web and many other key “bits and pieces”, 
David Bailey for his valuable advice and top-notch proofreading services  and of 
course to the fantastic Unsplast photo repository (https://unsplash.com) for their 
fantastic pictures which have been used in this publication. Our gratitude goes to all 
the photographers for their invaluable material.

Maite Ortega
Co-Editor 

maiteo@smartrev-cybersec.com

Jose Monteagudo
Chief Editor 

josem@smartrev-cybersec.com

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
mailto:maiteo%40smartrev-cybersec.com?subject=Cyber%20Startup%20Observatory
mailto:josem%40smartrev-cybersec.com?subject=Cyber%20Startup%20Observatory
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Introduction

This is the First  edition of the Cyber Startup Observatory© France and is dedicated 
to the robust and innovative French cybersecurity ecosystem. The process of coming 
up with this Observatory© has been quite fascinating and exciting. We have conducted 
comprehensive research and interviewed over 200 French startups which we consider 
have state of the art cybersecurity solutions.

We have included some of those innovative startups in this Observatory© and 
will continue to do so in future editions covering not only France, but all the hubs of 
cybersecurity innovation in the world including Germany, UK, US, Israel, Singapore, Brazil, 
Japan, China, Australia to name just a few.

We have also covered hot topics in the industry such as Privacy, Data Protection 
Strategies, Cybersecurity Ratings, Biometrics Technology, Deception and Deep Learning 
among others.

Our goal with these articles is to bring awareness to the community of the level of 
innovation coming from France in the cybersecurity space, new directions and trends as 
well as to shed some light on innovative solutions, platforms and strategies to address the 
challenges ahead.

Just a final note to highlight how this document is organized. This methodology is also 
applied to our web (www.cyberstartupobservatory.com) and will be consistent in future 
editions of the observatory.

All the sections are clasified under the following categories and signposted using the 
following tabs:

Innovation

Leadership

Training

Insight

Resources

Trends

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
http://www.cyberstartupobservatory.com
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Cybersecurity materials, 
training courses, awareness 
programs and infographics.

Articles covering hot topics 
which are relevant for the 
industry as well as interviews 
with CISOs and other senior 
executives sharing their vision 
on relevant topics for the 
cybersecurity industry.

Focused on the evolution 
the cybersecurity industry is 
experiencing, new directions, 
including innovative 
technologies or approaches 
that might take cybersecurity 
to the next level such as AI, 
Blockchain, automation, 
computer vision, etc.

Covering  information 
from the most innovative 
startups with state-of-
the-art solutions. The 
Information is presented to 
enable the reader to easlily 
understand the startup’s 
value proposion.

In the Startup Observatory 
and our web we share tools 
that are relevant and valuable 
for industry executives, 
cybersecurity practicioners, 
regulators, purchase 
departments, students and 
universities. An example is 
our France CyberSlide©.

Senior global cybersecurity 
leaders  from the most  highly 
regarded organizations, 
financial institutions, 
government, healthcare 
corporations and other key 
industry players, sharing their 
thoughts  and forward-thinking 
views on cybersecurity topics.

Innovation Resources

Training Insight

Trends Leadership

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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The France cybersecurity 
landscape slide: the France 
CyberSlide© 

One of the goals of the Cyber Startup Observatory© is to share insight among the 
key stakeholders in securing the financial services, healthcare, critical infrastructure, 
e-commerce, public sector, manufacturing, law enforcement, education, enterprise and 
SMEs as critical components of our society.

 These key stakeholders include cybersecurity executives, consultants, analysts, 
researchers, entrepreneurs, regulators the intelligence community  and law enforcement 
professionals. 

The France CyberSlide© is a powerful decision support tool to help them understand 
the key players coming from the French market, properly categorized following a 
methodology that is consistent across all the markets that the Observatory© is 
analysing. It is the result of a research process conducted by the Observatory© team 
that involved over 200 French cybersecurity startups and is updated and published on 
a weekly basis.

Our methodology and the same categorization consistently used across all markets 
analyzed by the Observatory© team, simplifies the life of decision makers involved in the 
identification and selection of cybersecurity providers.

The success of the France CyberSlide© has been unparalleled, achieving over 10k 
views on a weekly basis. That amounts for over 40k views a month from over 25 
countries.

You can find below statistics regarding the audience of the France CyberSlide©, 
including very interesting information regarding the profiles of the professionals 
interested, their locations as well as the industries they are working for.

This analysis demonstrates the how our cybersecurity research and the material 
produced, serves and addresses the needs of a highly targeted audience.

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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The referred categorization is discussed and agreed with every single company.

This process, although very labour intensive, avoids the typical problem of companies 
miscategorized. 

We have classified the startups under 26 different categories.  It is important to 
highlight the fact that:

• We have not been able to identify French startups within the Deception category

• At the moment of preparation of this Observatory, we had recently added the 
Automotive category, and consequently we had just identified one company 
providing cybersecurity services and solutions for this vertical, although we 
assume that we will find more startups in the forthcoming weeks.

For those where it’s not possible to find a  proper categorization, we have created 
a new bucket, Emerging Startups. These are basically entrepreneurs creating radically 
new products or services.

Due to the unprecedented demand for placing companies within this box, we 
conduct a very strict due diligence.

Split by Role Split by Vertical Split by Geo

Information Security Specialist
32%

Technology Manager
23%

Director / Executive Director / 
CISO
36%

Information Technology Consultant
9%

Critical Infrastrucures / Utilities
22%

Healthcare
27%

Financial Services
32%

e-Commerce
10%

Government
9%

EMEA
45%

LATAM
12%

North America
32%

APAC
11%

France CyberSlide©: analysis of views per Role, Vertical and Geo.

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Those categories are:

In order to allow easy and clear access to the information we have split the landscape 
slide into parts. The consolidated slide is available on our web in PDF in both Web and  
High Resolution:

www.cyberstartupobservatory.com

 If you would like your startup to be considered for inclusion, please contact us at the 
following email address and we will be happy to assist:

info@cyberstartupobservatory.com

All the information provided from startups or gathered by our research team will be 
updated in the next Observatory©, due for early September 2018, and weekly on our 
website.
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The France CyberSlide©, a powerful 
cybersecurity ecosystem

•  Following our analysis of over 7000 cybersecurity startups 
across 20 markets we can state that this is one of the most robust 
cybersecurity ecosystems in Europe and the World.
•  Very innovative startups using state of the art technologies.
•  The France CyberSlide©:

•  Updated, published and promoted globally on a weekly basis.
•  At time of publication this CyberSlide© has received over 10k 

views a week from senior cybersecurity execs globally.
•  Free to be featured for cybersecurity startups.
•  Available in Web and High Resolution at:

www.cyberstartupobservatory.com
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The France CyberSlide© in Detail

TRAINING & EDUCATION
CYBER RANGE

•  17 Companies including pure players and cybersecurity 
companies with a training offer.
•   New players providing a Cyber Range offer which we consider 
necessary to educate cybersecurity teams in real-time scenarios.
•   Strong expertise across all verticals including financial services, 
industrial control systems, IoT or manufacturing to name just a few.

Observatory Members©



The France CyberSlide© in Detail

Observatory Members©

NETWORK SECURITY
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•  24 Companies including pure players, IT consultancies and 
cybersecurity companies with a network security product or 
services offer.
•   Very strong offer among major verticals including critical 
infrastructure, utilities, transport, financial services, defence...



The France CyberSlide© in Detail

Observatory 
Members©

CLOUD SECURITY

•  31 Companies including pure players, IT consultancies and 
cybersecurity companies with a cloud security product or services 
offer.
•   One of the top four strongest categories within the French 
cybersecurity ecosystem. 



The France CyberSlide© in Detail

Observatory Members©

•  Very strong value propositions in both Web and Application 
Security with over 15 companies in each category with innovative 
offers.
•   Mobile and Endpoint security are becoming crowded spaces with 
IoT and IIoT growing fast.

IoT - IIoT
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COMPLIANCE & DATA LEAKAGE PREVENTION

INFORMATION PRIVACY

®

®
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•  Over 35 companies with a Detection & Prevention offer, including 
sophisticated products as well as value added services.
•   As is happening in other markets, for example Israel, new 
solutions to improve the cybersecurity posture are appearing, some 
of them with the goal to orchestrate existing, already implemented 
technologies.
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COMPLIANCE & DATA LEAKAGE PREVENTION

INFORMATION PRIVACY
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•  Over 35 companies with a Detection & Prevention offer, including 
sophisticated products as well as value added services.
•   As is happening in other markets, for example Israel, new 
solutions to improve the cybersecurity posture are appearing, some 
of them with the goal to orchestrate existing, already implemented 
technologies.
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The France CyberSlide© in Detail

Observatory 
Members©

•  We value very positively the development of purely French Cyber 
Intelligence companies from a strategic point of view.
•   Interesting initiative led by Cyrating to create a European Cyber 
Rating agency.
•   High quality players serving both the healthcare and the critical 
infrastructure verticals.

CYBER INTELLIGENCE

IDENTITY & FRAUD

INSIDER THREATS

HEALTHCARE
IDENTITY & ACCESS MANAGEMENT FRAUD DETECTION & PREVENTION

ICS/SCADA

CRI
DATA
Cyber Risk 
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Business Continuity in the face 
of Cyberthreats

From a purely digital perspective, 
we are living in truly exciting times. As 
so often with excitement, there is an 
associated sense of risk. Profound changes 
in how humans communicate, learn, 
calculate and do business are drivers for 
so many high-tech projects. Innovation 
does immeasurable good for healthcare, 
environment, education and industry. 
But in return for all these positives is 
the litany of digital abuse: data breaches, 
cyberattacks, non-respect of individual 
privacy, threats to the economic solidity 
and sovereignty of corporate and public 
bodies. 

The cybersecurity ecosystem is 
today a major industry - or rather two 
parallel industries; One branch seeking 
to disrupt mainstream economies using 
sophisticated techniques for malicious 
financial gain, the other branch seeking to 
prevent these attacks through a panoply 
of solutions. The two branches are duking 

it out with increasing vigor.

No organization can claim indifference. 
No-one can claim immunity to very real 
threats to their business. The financial 
impact of cybercriminality on businesses, 
public authorities and individuals hit is 
slated to hit $6 trillion by 2021. This is 
the biggest transfer of economic wealth in 
history with gains far exceeding the global 
illegal drug trade. 

Ransomware is the fastest-growing 
cyber menace today. According to the 
French Group of Cybersecurity Experts, 
CESIN, ransomware is the most frequent 
form of cyber-attack. 73 % of companies 
received at least one ransom demand, 
38 % suffered external fraud and 30 % 
data theft with Denial of Service requests 
(25%) website hacks (16%) also in the mix.

“Companies are obliged 
to massively increase 
their investments in 
security intelligence, data 
protection, perimeter 
controls and encryption 
to protect their assets 
from harm.”

At a glance
•    4 minute read.
•    The cybersecurity ecosystem is today a major 
industry.
•    Backups themselves are also targeted by the 
cybercriminals. 
•    Atempo’s solutions to ensure recovery after an 
attack.

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Dutch philosopher Erasmus coined 
the phrase: “Prevention is better than 
the cure”.  It’s easily applicable to 
cybersecurity where it is indisputably 
preferable to stop a cyber attacker from 
raiding your business than having to clean 
up the mess later. Unfortunately, we know 
that despite the battery of security tools 
installed as a rampart for all businesses, 
many threats get through the defenses 
and impact operations, applications, 
network and data. The cure therefore 
is as crucial to an anti-cybercriminality 
arsenal as the prevention mechanisms in 
place.

It is an often-used cliché that data 
is the company lifeblood. Any company 
which suffers total or partial data loss 
is immediately in big trouble. Financial 
impact is felt through lost business, 
business recovery efforts and employee 
unproductivity. The effects can be lasting 
and even force the company to go under, 
restructure or endure a PR disaster 
which is difficult to shake off. There is no 
shortage of low and high-profile events in 
recent years. Cybersecurity is a threat we 
should not take for granted; the fallout is 
high, and we should all be very scared or 
very prepared.

Atempo did not start out as a 
cybersecurity firm in 1992. 25 years ago, 
the public internet was barely up and 
running. Networks were very much in 
their pre-Cambrian era. Our job back then 
was to protect data from irreversible loss 
through human error, machine failure and 
natural catastrophes. Cybercriminality 
has grown immensely in recent years 
and shows no signs of slowing down. The 
most pressing concerns for most of our 
customers take root with a legitimate 
fear of suffering a cyber-attack - be it 
ransomware, crypto-virus, malware or 
phishing. It is crystal clear to us that 
data protection, including backup and 
archiving, has its place in the fight against 
cybercriminality.

Backups themselves are also targeted 
by the cybercriminal. Data lockdowns and 
viruses can propagate to all data assets. 
Protection is essential but only effective if 
there is encryption of your data in transit 
and at rest alongside those bedrock 
techniques for genuine data security 
including: 

• multi-backup versions, 

• offsite storage, the use of 
removable media for backup storage,

• the use of different OS for 
production and backup platforms.

More and more companies rely on 
data replication as “backup” between 
two virtual or physical systems. Data is 
replicated and therefore available if one 
data set becomes unavailable. 

“Information loss 
represents the largest 
cost component for US 
businesses according to 
Accenture with a rise 
from 35 percent in 2015 
to 43 percent in 2017.”
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Very true, but if the primary data set is 
infected and then replicated, the end result 
is a two-fold attack on both primary and 
secondary data sources. Backup always 
needs to be versioned and stored on a 
different system.

Faced with the threats of data theft, 
ransomware and crypto-viruses, Atempo 
has tried and tested cures for recovering 
data, systems and even complete IT 
infrastructures!  Over the years, we have 
often been the last man standing holding 
the keys to recovering your digital capital; 
customer data, HR data, R&D data, 
strategic data…

An attacker gets into your network 
and deletes or locks down your data. 
Frequently, the only way you’ll see this 
data again is if you can access and restore 
a valid backed up data set. Even if you 
pay the inflated bitcoin ransom, there is 
absolutely no guarantee of ever retrieving 
your files and databases.

Business Continuity is the ability of 
an organization to maintain essential 
functions during and in the aftermath of 
a serious incident. Atempo commercializes 
four solutions which work together to 
ensure data, application and systems are 
available in the shortest possible time after 
disaster hits. 

Or, as one of our clients once said: “Atempo 
is life insurance for my data”.

All our solutions respect the highest 
security levels including full encryption, 
data externalization options and access 
rights control. Atempo is an active 
member of the HEXATRUST club 

founded by a group of French SMEs 
that are complementary players with 
expertise in information security systems, 
cybersecurity, cloud confidence and 
digital trust. Members of this alliance are 
representative of the cybersecurity and 
cloud confidence ecosystem providing 
a full range of efficient and consistent 
products and services dedicated to the 
security of critical infrastructures, data 
protection and user security.

Our goal is to provide every company, large 
or small, with a host of solutions to ensure 
recovery after an attack. Cybersecurity is 
engineered into the heart of our research 
efforts, our roadmaps and our finished 
solutions. Keep up the struggle with 
prevention but don’t neglect the cure!

Do not let cybercriminals ruin 
your efforts!
Take Action!

TIME NAVIGATOR
Restart your applications in record time
Restore your healthy data in 3 clicks

www.atempo.com
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About Atempo

Created in 1992, Atempo is a leading 
independent European-based software 
vendor with an established global presence 
providing solutions to protect, store, move 
and recover all mission-critical data sets 
for thousands of companies worldwide. 

Time Navigator (ATN) provides a 
range of backup and data preservation 
solutions for applications and servers. Live 
Navigator (ALN) comprises a continuous 
data protection solution for workstations, 
file servers and laptops. Digital Archive is 
a powerful and scalable backup, archive, 
migration and synchronization solution 
for petabyte levels of non-structured data. 
Atempo commercializes a range of all-in-
one backup appliances particularly for 
remote-site environments. 

With this feature set and an extensive 
range of supported storage technologies 
and applications, Atempo is suitable for 
all centralized or multi-site organizations 
including those with peta-scale data 
volumes.

Atempo is headquartered in Paris and is 
present in Europe, the US and Asia with a 
partner network in excess of 100 partners, 
integrators and managed service providers. 

You can find more information at:

www.atempo.com

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.atempo.com/
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01Company Description

Atempo is a leading independent European-based software vendor with an established 
global presence providing solutions to protect, store, move and recover all mission-
critical data sets for thousands of companies worldwide. With this feature set and 
an extensive range of supported storage technologies and applications, Atempo is 
suitable for all centralized or multi-site organizations including those having extreme 
scale data volumes, petabyte and above. 

Company Name: ATEMPO
Founded: 1992
Employees: 160
Web: www.atempo.com
Headquarters: Les Ulis, Paris, France

02
Company Information

Other French offices: La Ciotat,  Lyon, 
Toulouse, Vannes.
Worldwide offices: England, Germany, 
USA, Singapore, Korea.

03
The Product
Time Navigator: Enterprise backup and 
restore solution for physical and virtual 
machines, supporting a wide range of 
operating systems and applications.

Live Navigator: Continuous data 
protection desktops, laptops and file 
servers, offering self-service restore 
capabilities.

Digital Archive: File backup, copy, move, 
archiving and migration software for 
large volumes of files. 

Customer Footprint
Relevant Public Success Stories:

• Public Administration

• Healthcare

• Research & High Education

• Industry & Manufacturing

• Media & Entertainment

• Other

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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04
Product in detail: Time Navigator

Built for complex, heterogeneous enterprise environments, Time Navigator offers 
complete data protection, whether you manage a single work group or multiple data 
centers. Time Navigator makes it easy to meet backup windows, to ensure digital 
security and to manage tiers of backup storage, regardless of the platform, application 
or media.

How does it work?

Time Navigator transforms backup by focusing on what matters in your business: 
recovery of data.   Whatever the platform, restore is always based on three simple 
concepts:

1-Select data.
2-Choose date & time.
3-Restore.

Restore-centric solution that provides visual access to the file system in real-time 
showing not only files and directories but also deleted files.  The user never needs to 
worry about where the data has been saved. Data is tracked throughout its lifecycle 
and can be restored with just 3-clicks regardless of the complexity of its backup history. 
Time Navigator provides a common interface that displays the files in the same way 
regardless of platform.
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05
Key Benefits: Time Navigator
• Security and compliance: encryption, digital certificates, key management and 

activity trails can be applied to specific sets of protected data.

• Unique restore:   no need to know where the data resides, only the date/time to 
restore back in time.  File restore operations are made easier by providing a unique 
restore interface across a wide support of platforms and infrastructure.  

Unique Differentiators

• Time Navigation - A unique approach to data restoration locates and restores 
individual files from any point in time and from any tier of storage, enabling both IT 
staff and end users to quickly restore lost files.

• Time Navigator is the ONLY solution able to visualize all files, including deleted 
ones (from physical and virtual machines) and restore them with the same 3-click 
approach through a simple interface.

Future Functionality

• Support of VMware vSphere 6.7   

• Enhanced security for data encryption

• Fine granular restore of Active Directory   

• Deduplication for NetApp NDMP backups

• Oracle RMAN backup configuration wizard

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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06
Product in detail: Live Navigator

Live Navigator provides a standalone, continuous data protection solution with 
advanced data de-duplication for  remote offices, workstations, file servers and laptops.

How does it work?

With more and more critical data being stored on laptops, data protection is essential 
to protect the business. Live Navigator provides continuous data protection for files 
residing on desktops, laptops and file servers, offering self-service restore capabilities.
 
With Live Navigator, administrators just need to roll-out data protection policies across 
the enterprise and end users are empowered to restore data, through a wizard or a web 
browser.
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07
Key Benefits: Live Navigator

• End-users benefit from seamless protection of their data. There is no need to ask 
the administrator for the restore

• Administrators save time by not having to deal with numerous end-user restore 
requests

• Infrastructure managers benefit from reduced storage costs and optimized network 
performances

• Continuous data protection, no need to schedule backups, no risk of exceeding 
backup windows

Unique Differentiators

• Live Navigator offers wizards to restore, but also advanced restore features (Time 
Navigation, cross restore).

• Live Navigator can protect laptops and file servers with millions of files. 
• De-duplication mechanism shared between Time Navigator and Live Navigator.

Future Functionality

• Multi-servers Architecture

• Encryption

• Fail over Replication

• Restore Audit Trail

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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08
Product in detail: Digital Archive

Digital Archive is a powerful and scalable backup, archive, copy/move, migration and 
synchronization solution for petabyte scale unstructured file-based storages.

How does it work?

Atempo’s Digital Archive allows organizations to cost effectively manage the growth of 
their file-based data, particularly for data-intensive industries. ADA is  a high performance 
file management software for large file-based data sets that delivers: 
• Cross-platforms backup and restore capability for large scale-out NAS, parallel file 

systems and file servers
• Express post-disaster restart for protected NAS by offering direct use of the backup 

target for read/write use
• File and folders on-going synchronization between heterogeneous storages  with 

ACLs and remote sites support
• Automated permanent storage migration between heterogeneous platforms with 

ACLs preservation
• End-User driven or automatic Archiving via simple drag-and-drop interface allowing 

end-users operations without IT staff assistance
And much more... 
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09
Key Benefits: Digital Archive

• Efficient backup and restore for petabyte-scale volumes and billions of files: 

• Fast-scanning large storages for new, modified or deleted files

• Complying with backup windows constraints

• Preserving users rights/groups (ACLs)

• Making migration or synchronization of very large data set of files between 
heterogeneous storage simple and efficient  

Unique Differentiators

• Heterogeneous platform integration that preserve ACLs across storages, operating 
systems and platforms

• User driven or automated workflows.
• Fast data movement due to heavy parallelization and leveraging scalable groups 

of data move

Future Functionality

• SnapStor – New capability to leverage a GPFS storage as a backup target that 
enables direct and immediate restart of production directly from the backup in 
case of disaster – as well as empowering the rebuilding of the storage platform 
once ready to restart
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10
Certifications

Label France CyberSecurity identifying French Cybersecurity quality solutions which 
respects the highest level of computer security requirements.  

Atempo is also participating actively to the French Government Program, to 
bring assistance to cyberattack victims,  through the Cybermalveillance.gouv.fr 
platform.“Startup of the Year” winner for the Infosecurity Product Guide Excellence 
Awards 2018.

Institutional Partners

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Stéphane Nappo
What future for privacy in a digital hyper-connected 
world?

Stéphane Nappo has been Global Head 
Information Security for Société Générale 
International Banking & Financial Services 
since 2011.  Present in 67 countries, this 
pole employs over 71, 000 people and 
has 30 million clients distributed within 
40 autonomous banks and 90 entities all 
delivering financial services.

He was a senior consultant 
specializing in IT security as of 1995. His 
extensive training in telecom, business 
administration, and law, allows him to 
have a unique approach towards solving 
technological and business-related 
issues. He has worked for over 80 
organizations in numerous sectors.

He implements conventional risk 
management methods with a systemic  
and pragmatic approach to complex 
problems. Based in Paris, he operates 
regularly in Russia, Central Europe, and 
Africa. His current mission targets digital 
services security, anti-fraud prevention, 
incident response and the digital 
transformation of information security.

Nowadays, data privacy mainly depends 
on security precaution unilaterally taken 
by corporates, governments, and other key 
players in society. Despite all technological 
evolution, privacy respect remains directly 
connected to democratic values, individual 
trust, and Human Rights.

There is a tendency for some 
professionals to consider that we should 
put into perspective the value we gain from 
advanced technology and the privacy we 
should lose. “If the product is free, you’re 
the product!” What a paradoxical slogan... 
Giving away our privacy in exchange for 
free services is almost as if we have to 
donate blood and DNA just to play a video 
game. This makes no sense, especially when 
we consider that personal Data is the new 
oil and generates huge profits.

The right that someone has to keep 
their personal life or personal information 
secret or known only to a small group of 
people is fundamental and priceless. Thus, 
protection of private information and 
personal data is crucial. 

While some areas such as the banking and 
insurance industries have demonstrated 
that technology development is not 
incompatible with data privacy, it must 
be recognized that this is not really so 
simple in order to protect massive flows 
of dematerialized, replicated and very fast 
circulating information, particularly relying 
on open and shared systems.
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In this context, an exclusively 
technological approach is inadequate. 
Each technology brings benefits and 
vulnerabilities that appear more or less 
quickly, but surely.  Along with GDPR, A 
strong legal framework to protect privacy 
rights is a key enabler of the individual 
confidence and a pillar of a sustainable 
digital business development.

Beyond personal rights respect, data 
privacy is also a matter of IT security, 
processes, and business ambition.

An analogy with road safety can help 
to quickly understand the way forward 
and the scope of work. Car driving can be 
highly risky, and the risks related to this 
topic are not mitigated with action limited 
to the car technology. From a holistic point 
of view, road safety management results 
from an “ecosystem” including mainly the 
car, the road network, the law, the road 
signs, the driver education, and the control 
of bad behaviors .  

This illustrates why we can’t solve a 
high-tech concern only with more high-
tech. A systemic approach of the whole 
privacy ecosystem is necessary: This  
approach should encompass technology, 
exchange networks, regulation, prudential 
communication, user culture and sanctions 
for unacceptable behavior.

Digital services Freedom stops where 
that of users begins. Governments, 
Companies, and people must reverse the 
dangerous current trend of unmanaged 
privacy. Beyond the global societal topic, 
I deeply believe this is a real win-win 
interest, both for the digital provider, and 
the service consumer.

To maintain customer trust and profits, 
providers, helped by regulation (GDPR…) 
will have to ensure a holistic digital trust: 
The “Smart-Privacy”.

Hall of Fame
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Electronic Document (and Signature) 
Protection and Compliance

Why you Need Securitised Electronic Archiving 
which also Retains its Probative Value

The fight against cyber-attacks is 
a reality facing companies across all 
business sectors. IT, finance, real estate, 
HR and healthcare, among others, have 
already all been impacted by the threat of 
theft of unprotected data. In France for 
example, 20,000 computers are infected 
every month by ransomwares (source: 
Altospam). 

All too frequently, electronic documents 
are stored internally by companies and 
saved onto unsecure servers or hard 
disks, which are almost freely accessible 
to employees and easy for external 
individuals or companies to hack into. 
However, European legislation is clear 
on this subject. Company management 
documents are subject to archiving 
obligations. Furthermore, under digital 

transition, the use of electronic documents 
is spreading almost exponentially and 
the archiving requirements applied to 
hard copies are also applied to digital 
documents. For example, retention 
duration obligations, which usually span a 
long period, are the same. 

However, specific European and 
overseas legislation states that electronic 
documents are only legally admissible, in 
the event of an administrative control or 
under litigation procedures, if they are 
archived under conditions which guarantee 
their integrity. It is therefore necessary 
to ensure that the documents in question 
cannot be voluntarily or accidentally 
altered during the entire period covered 
by retention obligations. 

This high level of protection, if carried 
out under optimum conditions, enables 
companies to comply with archiving 
legislation and also keep legally admissible 
documents in the event of litigation, while 
providing protection against cyber-attacks 
and avoiding data theft. This is the case 
when outsourcing to a qualified external 
service provider.
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The importance of electronic 
data archiving

Electronic archiving, which is 
indispensable under corporate digital 
transformation, may alarm certain users 
who are still attached to hard-copy 
archives. 

However, electronic archiving involves 
the same legal constraints as hard-
copy archiving, while also enhancing 
the advantages. Digital transformation 
is governed by a variety of regulations. 
These include national laws among EU 
member countries, which are sourced 
from the same original European text 
published in 1999, along with tax 
legislation and personal data protection 
acts such as the GDPR, as well as 
healthcare data guidelines and the 
European eIDAS regulation concerning 
the inclusion of an electronic signature 
in digital documents. Companies now 
have the right to conserve invoices solely 
in electronic format and can therefore 
jettison the original hard copies. This is 
also the case for expense-claims invoices, 
personal healthcare data documents 
and private deeds, such as contracts and 
terms & conditions etc.

Furthermore, electronic archiving 
also maintains document confidentiality 

with regard to unauthorised third parties, 
within or outside of companies.

Long-term electronic document 
retention therefore provides a number 
of advantages over hard-copy archiving. 
These include improved process fluidity, 
automation, time and space saving, 
avoiding painstaking handling and 
reducing wastage associated with paper 
in terms of water, wood and CO2, as well 
as reducing real estate space and avoiding 
errors.

As we outlined above, electronic 
documents comply with the same legal 
retention constraints as hard-copy 
documents, notably in terms of duration. 
It should also be noted that even in the 
absence of a legal retention period, most 
corporate documents including contracts, 
order forms and project delivery receipts, 
are liable to be admissible as proof in the 
event of litigation. It is therefore vital for 
companies to have these documents at 
their disposal at all times for use in their 
defence against a legal challenge, until 
the expiry of the statute of limitations.

Under electronic retention 
procedures, meeting the requirements 
in terms of guaranteeing the integrity 
of documents during the entire legally-
binding period is a key factor.

In the event of litigation, notably 
implying documents signed electronically, 
proof of traceability will also have to be 
provided demonstrating the processes 
which have been implemented, the 
security controls carried out and the 
algorithm used to manage the electronic 
signature and its validity at the time of 
signing the document. 
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Proof will also be required to ascertain 
that the security of the signature algorithm 
has not been breached, as defined within 
specific confidential services implemented 
under the eIDAS regulation. These factors 
will enable experts mandated by the courts 
to carry out technical controls to determine 
whether electronic documents submitted 
for judgement are admissible as evidence.

An inertly-stored file in PDF format on 
a server, or within a GED/ECM software 
network, will therefore not comply 
with legal obligations under litigation 
challenging an electronic document.

Cyber-criminality, a reality 
impacting all sectors

Electronic archiving is clearly the 
most secure option in terms of long-term 
conservation. It would be unthinkable to 
store confidential data on a hard disk or 
on a server within a company, where it 
would be exposed to any type of internal or 
external attack. 

2017 was marked by a number of high-
profile cyber-attacks which have continued 
to hit the headlines this year as well. Cases 
such as WannaCry and NotPetya have 
adopted multiple forms and hit all types of 
companies. They share the characteristic 
of being mostly associated with unsecured 
data, or an IT flaw, enabling easy access to 
the system. 

In February 2016 for example, the 
Hollywood Presbyterian Medical Center 
in California was hit by a cyber-attack. 
The hackers paralysed the IT system and 
demanded a ransom of 3.4 million dollars 

in bitcoins. Over 900 patients had to be 
transferred to other hospitals during the 
time taken to pay the ransom and restore 
the IT system.

In September 2017, the US personal 
credit rating group Equifax was also 
attacked. Hackers accessed the personal 
data of 145 million of the company’s clients 
via an IT flaw in the corporate website. It 
was not difficult for the cyber pirates to 
locate the data stored on the company 
servers.

This case demonstrates the importance 
of securing documents, particularly for 
long-term retention. Adequate protection 
requires specific skills and financial, 
technical and human resources which are 
not necessarily available to all companies. 
Outsourcing to a specialist electronic data 
retention service provider can therefore 
clearly help companies.
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Why outsource to a qualified 
service provider to archive 
documents securely?

Outsourcing to a qualified service 
provider specialising in electronic data 
archiving is an advantageous solution to 
potentially prevent cyber-attacks. As we 
outlined above, companies which no longer 
have access to archived documents are 
exposed to administrative risks, in that 
they will not be able to defend themselves 
in the event of litigation, implying heavy 
financial consequences and also penal risks 
for managers.

Furthermore, hackers may have 
different motives for breaking into IT 
systems and storage servers. They may, 
for example, plan to steal an important 
document to avoid its use in litigation, or 
spy on a competitor by stealing sensitive 
business documents or curb their business 
activity, or even damage their image by 
publishing false documents. 

However, it is almost impossible to 
delete, insert or steal documents which 
are stored via an EAS-certified electronic 
archiving system complying with the 

standards currently in force relating to 
archiving and security, using cryptographic 
resources which can control the integrity 
of each document and the entire archive 
audit trail for each client company. These 
types of system also make it impossible 
to overwrite disks used and ensure long-
term data security and integrity. The role 
of the service provider in the archiving 
process is to protect a company’s IT assets, 
including safeguarding against employees 
attempting to inflict damage on their 
employer. These assets include documents 
associated with a company’s know-how 
and the proofs which must be preserved in 
the event of litigation or an administrative 
control, as well as personal data which 
may be contained within the archived 
documents, particularly in the case of 
BtoC clients. By outsourcing to a certified 
electronic archiver, companies ensure the 
long term retention of their documents 
in a reliable securitised format and also 
maintain their probative value.

Outsourcing to a certified third-party 
archiver also guarantees that documents 
cannot be altered. Companies cannot 
therefore be suspected of manipulating 
their documents and they also avoid 
systems failures and technological 
obsolescence, while keeping pace with legal 
and normative changes. Only authorised 
employees have access to the conserved 
data and all interventions are logged. 
Traceability of the audit trail for documents 
and events during their retention is 
guaranteed, along with permanent format 
readability and security. 
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The outsourced third-party archiver 
selected for long term document retention 
must be certified and comply with 
current standards in order to guarantee 
the security of the entrusted data. A 
number of indispensable authorisations, 
standards, certifications and qualifications 
exist. These include ISO 27001, for IT 
security management systems, NF 461, 
for compliance with AFNOR NF Z 42-013 
and ISO 14641-1 standards relating to 
certified electronic archiving systems, the 
France Cybersecurity label, the healthcare 
data website licence, and the eIDAS 
company service provider qualification 
for the validation and preservation of 
electronic signatures.

Outsourcing to a qualified service 
provider for electronic archiving which 
maintains probative value is therefore 
indispensable for companies wishing to 
ensure full compliance and protection 
against legal risks and the safeguard of 
their documents against cyber-attacks. 
Qualified service providers possess the 
technical and human resources to secure 
the entrusted documents. They commit 
most of their R&D to these services and are 
controlled very frequently by third-parties 
with regard to all aspects associated with 
compliance. 

As well as possessing cutting-edge 
technological systems, specialist IT and 
cyber-security teams are committed 
to ensuring compliance with current 
standards and certification and are also 
able to adapt to the regulations in force. 
These teams strive not only to protect 
archived data, they also manage systems 
with the capacity to conserve massive 
quantities of documents and ensure that 

they do not lose their integrity. Data 
security, confidentiality and availability are 
the hallmarks of these service providers, 
who devote all of their resources on a real-
time basis towards protecting and securing 
data, while committing to developing their 
R&D in order to keep pace with cyber-
threats.

For further information:

CDC Arkhinéo Website
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01Company Description

CDC Arkhinéo, a  trusted Third Party is the leading French company for the legal binding 
electronic archiving and long term preservation of electronic data. With its Electronic 
Archiving System (SaaS), CDC Arkhineo ensures  long term secure data archiving of all 
kinds of electronic documents (invoices, contracts, payslips, loans, savings, P/O, etc.) 
and the validation/preservation of electronic signatures. 

Company Name: CDC Arkhinéo
Founded: April 2001
Employees: 15
Web: www.cdcarkhineo.com
Headquarters: Paris - France

02
Company Information

Other offices: Stuttgart - Germany.
Key Target Verticals: all.

03
The Product
Product Names and Brief Description:
MyArkhineo : 
Mobile application (iOS/Android) that lets 
you at any time : consult your archives, 
generate compliance certificates and 
access lifecycle logs for your archives, 
statistics, etc. 
Arkhineo :
Transfert & consult archives, generate 
compliance certificates and access 
lifecycle logs for your archives etc. via 
RESTful WebAPI.
Services Provided:
• Legal binding electronic archiving 

(docs)
• Electronic signatures validation & Long-

Term preservation (eIDAS qualified)

Customer Footprint
Relevant Public Success Stories:

• Banking
• Financial Services
• Insurance
• Food
• Automotive
• Healthcare
• Education
• Manufacturing
• Aeronautical
• Real Estate
• Other

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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04
Product in detail: 
Arkhineo is a legal binding electronic archiving system that allows E.U companies to 
face regulation about archiving of documents (including specific requirements about 
integrity, traceability…). The service ensures digital preservation to keep their documents 
safe, accessible, readable, legally binding and future-proof.  It also provides validation 
and Long-Term preservation of electronic signatures (eIDAS qualified) and a mobile. 
(IOS/Android) application under the name MyArkhineo. 

How does it work?

Arkhineo is a RESTful WebAPi based secure on-line legal binding electronic archiving 
service using a private cloud (fully owned infrastructure).

Your business applications (ERP, CRM, Contract Management, Electronic signature etc.) 
automatically feed the Electronic Archiving System by sending, for each document to 
be archived, the document itself and an XML file containing its metadata. 

Your business apps are also used to access the documents and pieces of evidence. 
This enables users of your business apps to continue using them without needing to 
learn a new dedicated solution (while also relying on your access rights policy). 

To guarantee the document’s probative value, preservation security and original, CDC 
Arkhineo offers a preservation insuring the integrity of the documents (obligation of 
results) and the validation/LT preservation of electronic signatures (E.U eIDAS qualified).
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05
Key Benefits
• Compliance with E.U regulation regarding archiving of electronic documents and 

electronic signatures.

• Maintain of the probative value of electronic Documents.

• Long-Term safe electronic documents preservation (security, integrity, readability, 
availability). 

• Validation of electronic signatures (eIDAS qualified).

• Long-Term conservation of electronic signatures (eIDAS qualified).

• Personal data protection and compliance.

Unique Differentiators

• Obligation of results regarding data integrity.
• Fully owned platform and French Data Center.
• E.U provider.
• Data Centers localized  within E.U territory (France or Germany according to 

customer’s choice).
• Fully compliant with high level standards : AFNOR Z42-013 & ISO 14641-1 (NF461) 

about electronic archiving, ISO 27001 about Security of Information System, GDPR 
and eIDAS qualified.

• 99,98% SLA average rate for 5 years.
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06
Certifications

• Conception and exploitation of the Electronic Archiving System (NF 461 for ISO 
14641-1) by AFNOR CERTIFICATION.

• Public Archives : French Ministry of Culture’s approval for the retention of archives 
and records.

• ISO/CEI 27001 :2013 “Information technology — Security techniques — Information 
security management systems — Requirements”

• Personal health data : Approval of the French Ministry of Health for the data retention 
(HDS).

• eIDAS : Qualified for validation and Long-Term preservation of electronic signatures.

Awards

• Label France CyberSecurity : Development process corresponding to the software 
industry’s standards. “ France Cybersecurity “ label confirms the “cybersecurity” 
driven design of the platform based on audits realized by independent experts 
(French National Agency for Cyersecurity, Defense Ministry, Finance Ministry and 
HEXATRUST).

Partners
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Chuck Brooks
Principal Market Growth Strategist, General Dynamics Mission 
Systems

Chuck Brooks is the Principal Market 
Growth Strategist - Cybersecurity and 
Emerging Technologies for General Dynamics 
Mission Systems. 

Chuck is also an Adjunct Faculty member 
at Georgetown University in their Applied 
Intelligence Program.  LinkedIn named Chuck 
as “a Top Tech Person To Follow” and he has 
been widely published on cybersecurity and 
emerging technology topics in FORBES, 
Huffington Post, InformationWeek, MIT 
Sloan Blog, Computerworld, Federal Times, 
Homeland Security Today (Visiting Editor), 
and many other publications.  Chuck helped 
“stand up” Office of Legislative Affairs at 
the US Department of Homeland Security 
and served as first Director of Legislative 
Affairs at the DHS Science & Technology 
Directorate. He has an MA in International 
Relations from the University of Chicago 
and a BA in Political Science form DePauw 
University.

Are There Any Common Traits 
To What Makes a Successful 
Security Program? For example, 

incorporating the Three Pronged 
Approach of People, Processes 
and Technology?

A security strategy to meet these 
growing cyber-threat challenges needs 
to be both comprehensive and adaptive. 
It involves people, processes, and 
technologies. Defined by the most basic 
elements in informed risk management, 
cybersecurity is composed of:

• Layered vigilance (intelligence, 
surveillance);

• Readiness (operational capabilities, 
visual command center, interdiction 
technologies);

• Resilience (coordinated response, 
mitigation and recovery).

The specifics of a security approach 
may vary according to circumstances, 
but the mesh that connects the elements 
is situational awareness combined 
with systematic abilities for critical 
communications in cases of emergency. 
These guidelines are represented in The 
U.S. government’s National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) mantra 
for industry: “Identify, Protect, Detect, 
Respond, Recover”
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Specifically, there are a variety of 
steps involving people, processes, and 
technologies that can make a security 
program successful.  Recently, a not-for-
profit organization the # CyberAvengers 
(of which I am a member along with 
cyber experts Paul Ferrillo, Kenneth 
Holley, George Platsis, Shawn Tuma, 
George Thomas, and Christophe Veltsos) 
published a basic cyber-hygiene formula 
that provides a good nine point checklist 
for cyber protection that any company can 
follow:

1) Update and patch your networks, 
operating system and devices promptly. 
“Critical” is “critical” for a reason. Do it 
within 72 hours of release.  

2)  Train your employees on how to detect 
spear and whale-phishing attempts and 
what best social media practices are. 
Quarterly training can reduce the risk by 
up to 90 percent in most cases.

3)  Use multifactor authentication. We have 
effectively reached the age of password 
uselessness due to our poor habits. 
Passwords slow down bad guys who do 
not know what they are doing. Biometric 
solutions are great, but proceed with 
caution if you go this route because you 
now have data management and privacy 
concerns that must be addressed.

4)  Back up regularly (daily if feasible). 
Where possible, use the “1, 2, 3” backup 
rule: 1. a segmented backup on-site; 2. one 
off-site; and 3. one in the cloud. No need to 
pay the ransom if you have a clean backup 
ready to be uploaded to your system.

5)  Be cautious with older systems. Yes, 
older systems can be repaired. However, 
the upfront capital cost is not always 
affordable. The critical issue becomes 
support (patches) for these system stops. 
If these systems are past their “patch life” 
they become tempting targets for hackers.

NIST Cybersecurity Framework

Identify Protect Detect Respond Recover

Asset Management

Business Environment

Governance

Risk Assessment

Risk Management
Strategy

Access Control

Data Security

Maintenance

Info Protection Proc. 
& Procedures

Awareness and
Training

Protective 
Technology

Anomalies and 
Events

Detection Processes

Security Continuous
Monitoring

Response Planning

Communications

Analysis

Mitigation

Improvements

Recovery Planning

Communications

Improvements
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6)  Follow-on to the last point, sometimes 
the best answer is the cloud. Cloud service 
providers have state of the art hardware 
and software and cloud migrations have 
become easier, especially over the last two 
years. The cloud is not a savior—it comes 
with other issues, such as needing to learn 
what your obligations and responsibilities 
are, ensuring you have robust agreements 
with your vendors, and knowing what 
third-party sources will have access to your 
information.

7)  Know how your intrusion detection and 
prevention system works. Is it signature-
based? Perhaps it is behavioral-based? 
Maybe it is both? New cyber threats require 
new tools. This is where machine learning, 
cognitive computing, AI, automation, 
and orchestration all come into play (but 
only when done in tandem with all other 
techniques discussed here). Internet data 
traffic has reached the stage where humans 
aren’t able to do this on their own.

8)  Consider a Managed Service Provider 
(MSP) or a Managed Security Service 
Provider (MSSP). Cybersecurity is not 
everybody’s strength, but one ransomware 
attack could be crushing. There are options 
out there to help you. Sure, it costs money, 
but you are buying peace of mind. Do your 
homework and find the right solution for 
you.

9)  Do you drive your car without insurance? 
Cyber insurance is not mandatory yet, but 
it may be in the future. Chances are if you 
are doing a lot of what is suggested here, 
premium payments will be at the lower end.

A successful cybersecurity will 
also require integration of emerging 
technologies for identity management, 
authentication, horizon monitoring, 

malware mitigation, resilience, and 
forensics.  Automation and artificial 
intelligence are already impacting the 
capabilities in those areas. 

Cybersecurity capabilities in information 
sharing, hardware, software, encryption, 
analytics, training and protocols, must 
keep pace to protect and preempt the 
increasingly sophisticated threats in both 
the public and private sectors.

What Advice Do You Have For 
Security Leaders?

My Advice to security leaders is that 
cybersecurity is a team sport and everyone 
needs to be involved. It starts with basic 
cyber-hygiene and defining the threats 
for employees. It needs to be systematic 
and repeatedly offered with reminders 
and encouragement. This communication 
process suggestion applies to all industries, 
especially the financial industry that is 
being constantly targeted by hackers.

Because of the fact that employees are 
continually facing a growing amount of 
sophisticated phishing, ransomware, and 
DDoS attacks, security leaders must serve 
as the outer perimeter to monitor and 
prevent attacks in addition to the cyber-
hygiene role.
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Assessing vulnerabilities in data 
protection for any industry requires 
a working operational  cybersecurity 
framework. For example, my basic list 
would include:

• Are the latest security patches applied 
on the operating systems and software?

• Have the servers been monitored and 
checked and confirmed to be free of 
malware?

• Do the firm’s firewalls block everything 
not specifically necessary for business?

• Is anti-virus software loaded and active 
on all systems?  

• Is all sensitive data  identified, encrypted 
and stored securely?

• Is a Virtual Private Network (VPN) 
used for general browsing on employee 
laptops and smartphones?

• Are servers and sensitive computer 
data kept in secure locked areas?

• Are WiFi access-points configured 
securely?

• Are employees required to learn and 
adhere to cyber-hygiene policies to 
prevent social engineering and phishing 
attacks?

• Is there a clearly written and enforced 
cyber security framework in place?

• Is there and incident response plan in 
place?

Of course that list can be expanded and 

customized. But having a strategic plan in 
place to deter, protect, mitigate against 
cyber-threats is the best advice I can offer 
to other security professionals. And that 
plan should also include incident response 
and communications protocols if a breach 
occurs.

What are the Biggest Challenges 
We Face in the Year Ahead?

2017 was the worst year on record 
for breaches. In 2017, globally there 
were a total of 5,207 breaches and 7.89 
billion information records compromised. 
Unfortunately, 2018 is following the same 
trends. The challenges have not diminished.

We live in world of algorithms; 1’s and 
0’s. Our digital world is ripe for access and 
compromise by those who want do harm 
from just a laptop and server. A myriad of 
recent breaches have demonstrated that as 
consumers we are becoming more and more 
dependent upon digital commerce. Our 
banking accounts, credit cards, and financial 
daily activities are interconnected. We are 
all increasingly vulnerable from hackers, 
phishers, and malware proliferating across 
all commercial verticals.
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Ransomware has become an serious 
threat and challenge. In 2017, the use 
of ransomware has become a preferred 
method of cyber-attack choice by hackers. 
This is because many networks (especially 
hospitals, utilities, universities, and small 
businesses) are comprised of different 
systems, devices and often lack required 
patching and updating necessary to thwart 
attacks. The recent Wannacry, and Petya 
attacks were certainly wake up calls to the 
disruptive implications of ransomware. 

We can expect to see more such attacks 
because of the ease of infection and because 
the vulnerabilities to networks still remain. 
Also, the availability for hackers to be paid 
via cryptocurrencies makes ransomware 
more criminally viable

Ransomware is not a new threat, it has 
been around for at least 15 years, but it has 
become a trending one. Experts estimate 
that there are now 124 separate families 
of ransomware and hackers have become 
very adept at hiding malicious code. Success 
for hackers does not always depend on 
using the newest and most sophisticated 
malware.  It is relatively easy for a hacker 
to do. In most cases, they rely on the most 
opportune target of vulnerability, especially 
with the ease of online attacks.

Perhaps even more ominous are the 
Distributed Denial of Service attacks 
(DDoS). Tech Target provides a succinct 
definition of A distributed denial-of-
service (DDoS) attack is an attack in which 
multiple compromised computer systems 
attack a target, such as a server, website 
or other network resource, and cause a 
denial of service for users of the targeted 
resource. The flood of incoming messages, 
connection requests or malformed packets 
to the target system forces it to slow down 

or even crash and shut down, thereby 
denying service to legitimate users or 
systems.

The connectivity of the Internet of 
Things (IoT) and its billions of connected 
devices is conducive for DDoS activities. 
A  Gartner report predicts more than 20 
billion connected things to the internet by 
2020 that can be hacked or compromised.  
Clearly, it is almost an insurmountable task 
to monitor and protect IoT.

In 2016 a DDoS attacks were launched 
against a Domain Name System (DNS) 
called Dyn. The attack directed a variety 
of IoT connected devices to overload and 
take out internet platforms and services.   It 
is an increasingly difficult challenge to keep 
up with the increasing sophistication of 
the socially engineered threats and threat 
actors.

McKinsey & Company  and the World 
Economic Forum  published a joint paper 
a couple of years back projecting that 
ineffective cybersecurity will result in 
a cost to the global economy of three 
trillion dollars by 2020.  That estimate 
may be even greater now that IoT has 
expanded so rapidly along with the attack 
surfaces constituted by so many billions of 
connected devices to the internet.
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Consider the dire and eye opening 
facts: Hackers attack every 39 seconds 
and around one billion accounts and 
records were compromised worldwide 
last year. There are estimates that global 
Cybercrime damage costs will reach $6 
trillion annually by 2021. Cybercrime is 
growing exponentially and so are the risks.

What Are Key Strategies Toward 
Addressing The Insider Threat?

The Cyber Insider Threat is one of the 
most  difficult challenges for companies, 
organizations, and countries. It is often 
difficult to discover, defend and remediate 
because such threats can involve a 
combination human behavioral elements 
and hardware and software technologies.  
Many of the threat actors are tech-savvy and 
are becoming increasingly sophisticated in 
their methods of infiltration.

For Chief Information Security Officers 
(CISO), defending against insider threats 
is one of their biggest challenges. In fact, 
according to a SANS 2015 Survey on 
Insider Threats, 74% of CISOs expressed 
concern about employees stealing sensitive 
company information. The 2016 Cyber 
Security Intelligence Index, IBM found 
that 60% of all cyber- attacks were carried 
out by insiders.  A Verizon 2016 DBIR 
Report  disclosed that that 77 percent of 
internal breaches were deemed to be by 
employees, 11 percent by external actors 
only, 3 percent were from partners and 8 
percent involved some kind of internal-
external collusion which makes them hard 
to categorize. And according to Accenture 
HfS Research 69% of enterprise security 
executives reported experiencing an 
attempted theft or corruption of data by 
insiders during the last 12 months.

Negligent behavior is often the result 
of lack of security awareness due to poor 
security protocols and updates of patches, 
and especially compliance, and training,  
but anyone can be a victim of a spoof or 
phishing attack.  

Accidental insider threats can result 
from a multitude of causes including 
inadvertent disclosure of sensitive 
information, lost records, or a portable 
memory device.  Also, employees who bring 
their own devices (BYOD) to work increase 
the risk of accidental cross pollination to 
company networks of malware and viruses 
from their smartphones.

Insider threats can impact a company’s 
operational capabilities, cause significant 
financial damages, and harm a reputation. 
While there are no complete total 
solutions to eliminating vulnerabilities 
from insider threats, Risk management 
is a prudent mechanism to reduce the 
likelihood of breaches. Risk management 
should  determine how authorized access 
is maintained and monitored.

Comprehensive risk management 
should include cyber-hygiene best 
practices; education/training, use policies 
and permissions, configuring network 
access, device management, application 
controls, and regular network audits. Also, 
encryption tools, new network mapping, 
automated rapid detection technologies 
and behavioral analytic software tools have 
also been developed that help mitigate 
the insider threat landscape of morphing 
digital and physical threats.
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How Can CISOs, CIOS and the C-Suite 
Work Together?

A key for cybersecurity is creating a 
collaborative landscape for all parties 
involved in combating threats and 
responding to incidents. That includes 
CISOs, CIOS and the C-Suite.

Often CISOs and CIOs do not speak 
the same language and the focus of their 
serious IT concerns often differs.  This 
can be ameliorated by  establishing a 
shared framework between the C-Suite 
and the IT professionals of operations 
that includes means for communication 
and most importantly, a shared strategy. 
Collaboration is king.

A strategy plan should evolve from 
that framework should directly name 
the decision-makers and spell out 
responsibilities. A primary goal is for the 
CTO and CIO and SMEs to educate the 
Board and present the values and potential 
costs of such IT operational components 
so they develop a deeper understanding 
and align all business elements, including 
marketing and sales, with cybersecurity.  It 
is best if the plan is calibrated by outside 
SMEs, the CTO, and CIO for specific 
Cybersecurity requirements.

Developing an understanding and 
creating an effective cybersecurity 
operational strategy really depends on a 
Ying/Yang formula; you need the technical 
people who understand the street view 
challenges of industry from an engineering 
perspective and you need the executives 
who run P & L to facilitate the operations 
and go to market efforts, to sign off on a 
clearly defined  plan. The themes of the 
framework should include protecting data, 
corporate IP, and establishing governance. 

A successful collaborative strategy 
requires stepping up assessing situational 
awareness, information sharing, and 
especially resilience.  In C-Suite terms, 
what is the price tag for staying in business.  
In IT terms this may include operational 
components of encryption, biometrics, 
smarter analytics, and automated network 
security, informed risk management 
software, cyber certifications and training, 
network monitoring, and incorporating 
NextGen layered hardware/software 
technologies for the enterprise network, 
payload, and endpoint security. Also, access 
and identity management of connected 
devices need to be strengthened and 
enforced through new protocols and 
processes.

Also, it is imperative that any strategy 
and plan include working mechanisms for 
operational incident response, gap analysis, 
resilience, and audits. Cybersecurity is 
integral to brand reputation and no matter 
what, breaches will happen and how quickly 
and effectively a company responds will 
be a consequence to the bottom line to 
shareholders.
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How has Industry Cooperation 
Made  an  Impact on 
Cybersecurity ?

There are three key areas in industry 
partnering  has reaped innovation and 
cybersecurity benefits:

1) open collaboration and information 
sharing of threats;

2) best practices/lessons learned (gap 
analysis);

3) accessing research development (“R & 
D”) and innovation. Industry has focused on 
those three areas to identify products and 
product paths, evaluate technology gaps, 
and help design scalable architectures that 
will lead to more efficiencies and positive 
changes.

The financial industry has been at 
the forefront of strengthening industry 
cooperation through open collaboration, 
best practices, and shared research and 
development. As a result, he industry  has 
accelerated innovation and helped meet the 
challenges we all face as citizen/consumers 
in this evolving technological era.

In macro terms, open collaboration 
and information-sharing among 
industry stakeholders has simplified 
operations and help reduce duplicative IT 
portfolios, administrative complexity, and 
technological redundancy.

A continued industry partnership 
involving information-sharing and 
risk-sharing will exponentially benefit 
innovation in many key areas including 

homeland/national security, health and 
human services, energy, public safety and 
transportation.  Such information sharing 
will become even more of an imperative 
as connectivity in industry grows with the 
emergence of the Internet of Things.

The growing complexity and 
magnitude of cyber-threats has created 
an unprecedented level of transparent 
collaboration between private stakeholders.  
Cooperation in Innovation also has enabled 
the application of expertise and planning to 
maximize and leverage capabilities to build 
faster, smarter, and better outcomes. And 
that cooperative trend needs to continued 
and be expanded.

In the future, industry and public/
private sector cooperation should follow 
an impact framework that incorporates 
emerging technology areas, organization & 
policy priorities, and cybersecurity trends:

“The growing complexity 
and magnitude of 
cyber-threats has created 
an unprecedented level of 
transparent collaboration 
between private 
stakeholders.”
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Emerging Technology Areas:

• Internet of Things (society on new verge 
of exponential interconnectivity

• Wearables

• Robotics

• Artificial intelligence and Machine 
Learning

• Smart Cities

• Connected transportation

• Virtual and Augmented Reality

• Drones

• Super Computing

• Quantum Computing and Encryption

• Big Data

Organization & Policy Priorities:

• Protecting critical infrastructure 
through technologies and Public/
Private cooperation

• Better identity management via 
encryption and biometrics

• Automated network-security correcting 
systems (self-encrypting drives)

• Technologies for “real time” horizon 
scanning and monitoring of networks

• Diagnostics and forensics (network 
traffic analysis, payload analysis, and 
endpoint behavior analysis)

• Advanced defense for framework layers 
(network, payload, endpoint, firewalls, 
and anti-virus)

• Mobility and BYOD security

• Predictive and Forensic Analytics

• Interoperability

Cybersecurity Trends:

• Informed risk management to mitigate 
cybersecurity threats

• Emergence of formalized Public/Private 
sector cybersecurity partnerships

• More information and threat sharing 
and collaboration between the public 
and private sectors

• Shared R & D cybersecurity spending

• Increased spending for cloud security 
computing

• Consolidation and protection of on 
premise data centers from cyber threats

• Expansion of hiring and training of 
cybersecurity workforce

• Tech foraging
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It is a special honor for me to be selected 
as the Cybersecurity Leader of the week. 
Cybersecurity is a critical path to mitigate 
the growing global threat of cyber-attacks 
that has targeted the financial services 
community. To stay safer, I requires strategic 
collaboration and open dialogue. I hope 
that sharing insights for this interview has 
helped serve in those areas. I want to convey 
my personal thanks and appreciation to 
Cyber Start Up Observatory for allowing 
me to provide my inputs to this important 
forum and for choosing me for the award.

Chuck Brooks Short Bio

Chuck Brooks is the Principal Market 
Growth Strategist -- Cybersecurity and 
Emerging Technologies for General 
Dynamics Mission Systems. Chuck 
is also an Adjunct Faculty member at 
Georgetown University in their Applied 
Intelligence Program. LinkedIn named 
Chuck as one of “The Top 5 Tech People to 
Follow on LinkedIn” out of their 550 million 
members. He has published more than 150 
articles and blogs on cybersecurity and 
technology issues. In both 2017 and 2016, 
he was named “Cybersecurity Marketer of 
the Year by the Cybersecurity Excellence 
Awards. Chuck’s professional industry 
affiliations include being the Chairman 
of CompTIA’s New and Emerging 
Technology Committee, as a  member of 
The AFCEA Cybersecurity Committee, 
and as a Technology Partner Advisor to 
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.  
In government, Chuck has served at The 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 
as the first Legislative Director of  The 
Science & Technology Directorate at the 
Department of Homeland Security. He 
served as a top Advisor to the late Senator 
Arlen Specter on Capitol Hill covering  
security and technology issues on Capitol 

Hill.  In academia, he was an Adjunct Faculty 
Member at Johns Hopkins University 
where he taught a graduate course on 
homeland security for two years.  He has 
an MA in International relations from the 
University of Chicago, a BA in Political 
Science from DePauw University, and a 
Certificate in International Law from The 
Hague.

Please follow Chuck on:

LinkedIn

http://www.linkedin.com/in/
chuckbrooks

Twitter @ChuckDBrooks
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Cyberthreats in SMEs: Why every 
Company Needs a Parachute

1 – Major threats

On 12th May 2017, Wannacry 
Ransomware was unleashed and it hit 
hard. Over 200,000 computers in over 150 
countries were infected and companies 
completely paralyzed by an unprecedented 
attack (which could have been a lot worse 
if an English researcher hadn’t shut it down 
so quickly).

Wannacry was a declaration of war on 
business. According to the French Group of 
Security Experts, Cesin*, we are witnessing 
a marked increase in cyberattacks in 
France. In 2016, 80% of companies were 
impacted, increasing to 92 % in 2017! 
More than 9 companies out of 10 were 
victims of a cyberattack last year blocking 
services and production with devastating 
effects on turnover. 

Ransomware effectively takes a 
company’s data hostage; but it can do 

much more: theft of Intellectual Property 
is also at the heart of their concerns. In 
2017, 25% of the $600 billion garnered by 
hackers, was stolen from companies. 

In this context, the strategy which 
consists of sticking one’s head in the sand 
can be disastrous. The question is no 
longer if we are going to be attacked but 
when and what is the organization’s level 
of vulnerability in the event of infection.

Ransomware circulates via the internet. 
Any connected device is liable to be 
infected (PC, Mac, Virtual Machines, 
Tablets, Smartphones). 

If the device is connected to a local 
network, the crypto-virus can move 
fast and infect all workstations on the 
network, including file servers where no 
admin rights are required to perform the 
operations launched by the ransomware.

Operational downtime 

Any contaminated device immediately 
becomes unexploitable, the hosted data on 
the disk becomes completely unreadable.

Increased risk of data loss 

The ransom payment does not 
guarantee the decryption of your data.

At a glance
•    4 minute read.
•    Analysis of major threats.
•    Different avenues to prepare your defences. 
•    The last resort is a professional backup 
solution. 
•    What is a Volume Backup?.
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Financial impact 

If the company is without a professional 
backup solution, encrypted files can be 
transferred to storage (on a NAS, for 
example) during the most recent backup. 

In this case, recovery is usually 
impossible.

2 – Prepare your defenses

Education is the first pillar of any 
security policy.

3 – The last resort

When preventive measures prove to be 
inefficient and ransomware has infected 
company computers, the last resort is 
a professional backup solution which 
integrates a Disaster Recovery element 
in the case of a serious incident, including 
massive data loss. 

Professional protection solutions 
always keep your files in an encrypted 
format and cannot be re-encrypted again. 
Only a professional solution can guarantee 
recovery of the latest integral versions of 
your data.

Disaster Recovery Plan

This should allow operations to be 
completely resumed after a major disaster 
during which servers and computers are 
partially or completely destroyed. The aim 
of having a DRP should not be limited to 
restoring data or documents, machines, 
and operating systems. It should also 
include the recovery of useful applications 
for reading or opening documents.

Business Continuity Plan

These solutions must ensure full and 
continuous availability of all the necessary 
IT components which are essential for a 
business. It involves physically or virtually 
splitting all components of a computer 
system. 

Shadow IT is a real problem despite the 
pleas of IT department managers. Currently 
50% of data sits on employees’ terminals. 
With the emergence of broadband and 
mobility, this percentage will only increase.

• Raise awareness among  employees and    
provide them with regular training.

•    Identify  the threats to cyber security, are they 
internal or external?

•   Identify  vulnerabilities by making an inventory 
of all systems that have a direct or indirect 
communication link to telecoms networks. 

•  Assess the level of exposure to risk: Evaluate 
the probability of the identified vulnerabilities 
being exploited from outside or being used 
inappropriately. Determine what the impact on 
security (IT) and safety (OT) would be.

•   Put prevention and protection tools in place to 
reduce the probability of an attack occurring. Limit 
the impact of an attack when it does occur.

• Define the   emergency  plans to  be   
implemented: Define the countermeasures 
applicable to each stage of a problem: avoidance, 
limitation of impact, and re-establishment of 
security and safety. 

•   Execute the procedures designed to overcome 
the attack to keep operating systems, software 
and applications up to date. 
 

To prepare your defense:    
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For professional backup solutions, and 
given the increasingly complex architecture 
of professional computer systems, we 
should forget the idea of simple backup 
media such as flash drives, CDs or external 
hard drives. 

Proper recovery requires the use of 
professional backup software allowing 
bandwidth-stored data to be saved and 
used, or preferably stored on hard drives to 
minimize the risk of damage to the media. 

Data security

To prevent data from being exploited by 
malicious third parties, the software should 
encrypt the data using an encryption 
algorithm. For greater security, AES 128 or 
256 should be favoured as standard. 

Data compression

The volume of business data will, at 
the very least, double every two years. To 
optimize space available on storage media, 
data compression is essential. 

What is a Volume Backup?

A hard drive can contain several 
volumes, and a volume is all a computer 
needs to restart.

Saving a volume, unlike saving a file, 
preserves overall integrity: the operating 
system, software, applications, databases 
and files. This can be quite data-heavy 
and is preferable to choosing incremental 
backups with the ability to select the 
required data version.  Restoring a volume 
or an entire disk (which can contain several 

volumes) can cause issues of incompatibility 
(hardware, operating system, tech 
support). Wooxo worked on this issue and 
created the OneKey Restore: a USB flash 
drive launches the complete recovery of 
your systems in less than a minute.

All of our solutions respect the highest 
security levels and include: 

• Incremental versioning

• File encryption (AES 256-bit key)

• File compression

• Bare Metal Restore - An externalization 
option, offering Backup Continuity (if 
the main device is down)

Our goal is to provide every company 
with a simple way to protect its activity. 
Cybersecurity is THE priority of SMEs. 
Wooxo supports you every step of the way.

For more information:

www.wooxo.fr

“Our goal is to provide 
every company with a 
simple way to protect its 
activity. Cybersecurity is 
THE priority of SMEs. 
Wooxo supports you 
every step of the way.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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01Company Description
Wooxo provides business security and continuity solutions to protect business data 
for organisations of all sizes. Our solutions include local and cloud backup and disaster 
recovery.
Wooxo offers business class appliance solutions, Cloud, Hybrid Cloud and Private 
Cloud to match any storage requirements.

Company Name : Wooxo
Founded: 01/2010
Employees: 40
Web: www.wooxo.fr
Headquarters: Paris, France.

02
Company Information

s

Key Target Verticals: all.

03
The Product
Product Category: hardware, software and 
services
Product Names and Brief Description: 
Pack Cybersecurity: Disaster Recovery for 
laptops, workstations, physical and virtual 
servers.
Services Provided:
Backup, Recovery, Storage, Externalisation, 
Monitoring & Customer Care.

Customer Footprint
Relevant Public Success Stories:

• Architects
• Construction
• Public Sector
• Healthcare
• Manufacturing
• Other

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.wooxo.fr/
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04
Product in detail: Pack Cybersecurity 
Disaster Recovery Plan for laptops, workstations, physical and virtual servers which 
includes: Backup, Storage Box, externalisation and Business Continuity Plan, Monitoring 
and Customer Care with a special functionality, OneKey Restore.

How does it work?

Pack Cybersecurity combines our 4 areas of expertise:

• Full Backup
The entire computer inventory is saved automatically, locally and on a daily basis. 
Data is saved without any manual operation. The incremental backup (Delta Bloc 
technology) allows a granular level file recovery.

• Cyber-risks protection 
YooBackup software and its embedded proprietary protocol including versioning 
and encryption (AES 256) ensures data integrity. It allows an immediate and clean 
recovery of all systems in case of a cyber-attack. 

• Preventive monitoring tool
This pack includes an automatic supervision of the computer park’s backup status 
and hard drives’ health.

• Technical issues are resolved without any external intervention. 
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05
Key Benefits: Pack Cybersecurity
• The Backup Continuity Plan (BCP) ensures your data is safe even if the main storage 

is unavailable. 

• The Cybersecurity Pack includes 50 Gb of cloud externalisation (on French Data 
Centers certified for hosting health Data).

Unique Differentiators

• Quick and complete restore of the systems: OneKey Restore.
• Volume Backup is the newest feature of YooBackup software.
• With an ordinary Wooxo USB memory stick, people can launch the full recovery of 

their workstations, servers and hard drives on their own, on any device (Bare Metal 
Restore) in less than a minute. 

Future Functionality

• 1 click restore (Beta to be released in September 2018). A business continuity 
Premium Service to allow any user, with one simple click, to restart his activity 
from the box without having to launch the restore.  

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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04
Product in detail: YooBackup

YooBackup Software, allows you to back up all your devices without restriction, 
including servers, workstations, laptops, etc. The technology is based on a propietary 
patent and allows to simply restore your files from any device at any time. If disaster 
strikes, YooBackup allows you to quickly resume your activity while complying with all 
the applicable regulations.
Yoobackup is compliant with the GDPR requirements for processing personal data on 
the “Data Protection” level.

How does it work?

• All our clients’ computer inventory is saved on a local storage box which can be 
replicated on another box (on another site) or on the Cloud. 

• Each computer and device has a YooBackup agent which connects it to the box. 
• Everything is automatic and either Wooxo or its partners take care of the monitoring. 
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05
Key Benefits: Pack Cybersecurity
• Legal framework: YooBackup solution answers to the highest requirements of the 

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) concerning backup.

• Hosting solutions associated with YooBackup are also certified for hosting sensitive 
data (health, etc).

• Saved Data encryption (AES 256 bits key) and pseudonymization.

• Embedded proprietary protocol against cryptolockers.

Unique Differentiators

• Made In France: research, development, after-sales service  and support located in 
France.

• Cloud hosting is possible in our French Data centers, Tier 4 certified and authorized 
for hosting sensitive data (important in health and financial departments…).

• Yoobackup’s log annotates all the actions: dates, restorations, externalisations, 
suppressions...

• The Backup continuity plan is guaranteed if the main box in unavailable (BCP)
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06
Certifications

• The “Label France Cybersecurity” identifies French cybersecurity quality solutions 
which respects the highest level of computer security requirements.  

• Wooxo is also chosen for being part of by Cybermalveillance.gouv.fr, a government 
program designed to bring assistance to cyberattack victims.

Awards
• The 2018 French Tech Generation – among the 120 best French startups

• The Distribution trophies – Best Brand 2016.

• The “Succès du Numérique” – Security award 2017.

Partners
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New biometric approach for a 
challenging world

The number of cyber-attacks and 
security events is growing exponentially 
and CSOs are struggling to protect their 
companies’ data and transactions.

Most intrusions into corporate systems 
are aimed at hacking personal data, 
identity information, credit card numbers 
or IBAN in order to then proceed with fake 
transactions.

Those intrusions are made possible 
through authentication passwords which 
are easy to counterfeit, or to guess if the 
password is basic for 50% of known cases.

Security breaches through passwords 
are increasing and directly affect corporate 
operations (deny of service for the banks) 
or impact internal money transfers or 
external end-user payments (mobile 
payments).  An impressive figure of 5 
Billion card details were stolen worldwide 
(2016 Nilson Report).

Security leaders are facing increased 

costs, losses and their company reputation; 
they are looking for new methods to 
better protect their investments and core 
business.

Fortunately, there are ways to block 
hackers by replacing the classic password

“”WFnap&2Z**””: for instance, multi-
biometry authentication.

First, multi-biometry authentication is 
user-friendly and very natural, and second, 
it keeps cybercrime away from your 
operations when the password fails.

Currently, and more specifically, in 
the golden age of piracy you have with 
multi-biometry authentication a navy 
that can protect your boat. For example, 
a corporation can implement a biometric 
single sign-on for their users to protect 
the VPN access; a Bank can implement a 
biometric solution for corporate or private 
portal access on the internet. Furthermore, 
transactions where your ID can be 
counterfeited and compromised are now 
highly protected by multiple biometrics.

“First, multi-biometry 
authentication is 
user-friendly and very 
natural, and second, it 
keeps cybercrime away 
from your operations 
when the password 
fails.”

At a glance
•    4 minute read.
•    The number of cyber-attacks and security 
events is growing exponentially .
•    Multi-biometry authentication is user-friendly 
and very natural, and second, it keeps cybercrime 
away. 
•    How does it work?
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How does it work? 

During the connection to a secured 
space, thanks to multi-factor biometric 
authenticators, the user is invited 
to authenticate with his physical 
characteristics pertaining to every 
individual such as fingerprint, voice, face, 
iris and behavioural signature or keyboard 
dynamics.

To raise the level of security a double-
step biometric authentication process is 
possible. It means that the authentication 
platform performs a double check: the first 
one compared with the data stored on the 
mobile terminal and the second compared 
with non-biometric desensitized data on 
a server. In this way the security is at a 
maximum and keeps away cyber-criminals.

Furthermore, the authentication 
platforms propose a full compliance with 
PSD2 and GDPR European regulations by 
performing a fully multi-factor anonymous 
authentication. All the data are de facto 
unusable in case of a hacking attempt 
because there is no personal data stored 
in the database; the storage format is 
prevented from restoring a clean copy of 
the biometry to identify a person as the 
data format itself is not reversible.

In conclusion, the top security challenge 
today and tomorrow for CSOs is to find 
a more effective way to secure access or 
transactions, and biometry is definitely one 
of the tools that proves greatly efficient in 
decreasing fraud and identity theft.

The benefits of a fully patented 
biometric authentication platform are 

to significantly enhance security around 
corporate operations, gain greater 
control over who is able to access critical 
applications and critical data, and a 
bottom line bringing strong protection on 
corporate investments.

Christopher Richard and Yves Chemla 
are Co-Founders of UNITED BIOMETRICS, 
who developed a strong multi-factor 
authentication platform for Banks, 
Enterprises, Carriers and Internet Players 
losing money from a huge fraud caused by 
large cyber-attacks and intrusions. 

United Biometrics is compliant with 
the new European Directive PSD2 which 
requires at least 2 authentication factors 
and GDPR for protection of personal and 
private data. Major use cases are centred 
on cyber-attacks and terrorism intrusions: 
protection of IoT ecosystem, protection of 
payment platforms, protection of IT assets, 
protection of Data, protection of corporate 
user and private user on-line banking 
portals, protection of mobile payments, and 
protection of the Blockchain.

For more information:

United Biometrics Website

www.unitedbiometrics.com
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01
Company Description
United Biometrics, a French Fintech company, has developed a unique ultra-secure 
multi-biometric and behavioral authentication platform for telecom carriers, banks 
and other industries. Patents are delivered in France, Europe and the USA. 

Company Name: United Biometrics 
Founded : 04/2014
Employees: 10
Web: www.unitedbiometrics.com
Headquarters: Paris-Orsay. France

02Company Information

s

Other offices: Regional office
Key Target Verticals:

• Banking & Finance Applications
• Enterprise and other Key Industries
• Government Applications / Public Sector

03
The Product

Product Category:
• Cloud Security
• Mobile Security
• Application Security
• Identity & Fraud

Product Stage: released
Product Names and Brief Description:
Dual Authenticator: Authentication by 2 
biometries of your choice: Fingerprint, 
Voice, Face, Keylock Pattern, Keystroke 
Dynamics and others.
Services Provided:
Installation, support, integration, 
customization services.

Customer Footprint

• Markets with Customers: 
Finance, Corporate, Industry, 
Government

• Relevant Public Success Stories 
per Key Target Vertical:
• Financial Services
• Industry
• Defence

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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04
Product in detail
The solution to replace passwords i.e. Ultra-Secure Authentication Software Platform 
for Key Industry Applications. Principal features of proprietary software platform:

• Multi-biometry
• Double control device + server 
• Anonymous
• Million users scalability 
• OTP 
• Real-time transaction

How does it work?

During the connection to a secured space, the user is invited to authenticate on 
a smartphone, tablet or PC with Multi-factor biometric authenticators thanks to his 
physical characteristics pertaining to every individual such as fingerprint, voice, face, 
iris and behavioural biometries. 

A unique ultra-secure multi-biometric and behavioural authentication system platform. 
The system features: Multi-mobile operating systems iOS, Android, Windows
• 20 Million+ users capacity and scalability tested, specially designed for very large 

databases.
• 7 biometries available per user.
• 3000+ Transactions/second.
• Simultaneous and real-time identity control, supporting transaction speed and 

process.
• Central Monitoring on server or on Cloud.
• API Integration.

Authentication

Carousel
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05
Key Differentiators

Product Benefits
• Multi-biometry to reach a very high level of security.
• Classical & Reversal behavioural biometrics.
• Multi-OS /Multi-device in use (iOS, Android, Windows).
• Non-biometric and anonymous database to protect privacy.
• Double authentication to provide superior security level.
• Very high transactional speed due to patented product architecture.
• High scalibility.
• Capacity to (de)select a biometry for one individual.
• Hardness management.
• Easy integration in client IT environment through APIs.
• Product available in SaaS mode or local mode (on premises).
• Fall Back on itself on another set of biometrics challenge.
• Security by design.
• Full solution protected by international patents.

Future Functionality
• New biometry
• Homomorphic encryption
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10
Awards

• I-LAB Best French technology challenge – Ministry of Research France

• ORANGE VivaTech innovation challenge

• TOTAL high technology innovation challenge

• SNCF French Railways innovation challenge

• BNPP Hackathon

• SOCIETE GENERALE innovation challenge

Partners
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Emotional Intelligence with 
Cybersecurity Ratings

At a time when some people wonder: 
« Is it cheaper to get hacked than invest 
in security ?», it is important to recognize 
that cybersecurity can be complex in 
many ways. In the cybersecurity world 
of today, trends come with several level 
of complexity comparable to the parallel 
worlds in the movie “Inception”. An 
efficient cybersecurity posture needs to 
be as “simple and streamlined” as possible. 
However, most of the time cybersecurity is 
anything but simple. 

Cybersecurity is complex due to the 
technical vocabulary used: when looking at 
cybersecurity from an outside perspective, 
words or acronyms like “APT”, “Fileless 
attack”, “Sandbox”, “ROP” make no sense, 
particularly when cybersecurity experts 
tend to overuse them. Even more, hype 
language like “new generation firewalls”, 
“deception endpoint response and 
detection”, “cloud access security brokers” 
or, “user and entity behaviour analytics” 
add to the opaqueness. Beyond this 
vocabulary, the fact is it’s quite difficult 

for various cybersecurity subject matter 
experts to reassure non-experts that risk 
of a cyberattack is limited and could be 
accepted. 

Cybersecurity is complex due to 
Information Systems themselves being 
complex: on average a typical Information 
System of a company can contain tens 
to thousands of computers, servers, 
devices, networks, cloud accesses and 
virtualization. This is a result of today’s 
Information Systems becoming more and 
more complex in order to bring further 
value to the business. A limited number 
of organizations have a global mapping of 
their Information Systems which adds to 
this intangible octopus, that Information 
Systems irremediably expand with 
everything we are close to, such as: our 
vendors, our partners, our regulatory 
authorities, Internet, etc. Regardless of the 
fact that the IT architecture keeps growing 
and evolving, it opens up a bigger attack 
surface for malicious users.

Cybersecurity is complex due to no 
benchmark: cybersecurity benchmark is 
quite difficult to establish today. This is due 
to the multiplicity of standards supplied 
with the lack of global cybersecurity 
assessment.  A majority of organizations 
are focusing their assessments on a 
specific basis and on a precise scope, which 
is more accessible rather than focusing on 
the big picture. 

At a glance
•    5 minute read.
•    Reasons why cybersecurity is complex .
•    Cybersecurity benchmark: a must-have. 
•    Cybersecurity rating: a positive language .
•    Cybersecurity rating: an essential stake of 
sovereignty.
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Cybersecurity is complex due to the 
perpetual negative language: if we try to 
sum up cybersecurity insights, it’s always 
about issues, vulnerabilities, data breaches, 
attacks. The Cybersecurity market is riding 
on fear where negative points are always 
on top of the agenda rather than positive 
ones. Just have a look at the daily news and 
the sensationalists always point out the 
latest company under cyberattack or the 
most recent large data breach. 

Cybersecurity benchmark: a 
must-have

Faced with the issues previously 
mentioned, positioning, benchmarking and 
elaboration of an efficient and performing 
action plan are extremely challenging. 
The cybersecurity rating agencies 
missions are to provide solutions to these 
challenges. Leveraging an innovative 
approach and making the complex simple, 
the cybersecurity rating agencies create 
values by providing a clear, comparative 
and systematic picture of  corporate 
cybersecurity in a positive language.

At the cybersecurity agency, our belief is 
that making the information accessible and 
clear is essential. This is done by leveraging 
a rating system just like at school where 
everybody knew how he/she has done, 
whether they worked hard and did well 
or they slacked off. Aside from rating, 
cybersecurity rating agencies need to be 
based on 3 pillars:

• Objectivity: all organizations have to 
be rated in the same way with the same 
controls, scope and scale, providing 

an independent and objective rating 
system. This is the statement to 
quietly compare the cybersecurity of 
organizations with each organization 
in the same industry. The rating 
methodology must be transparent and 
scope, controls, recommendations, 
scale, with detailed results need to be 
provided;

• Positioning: having ratings only makes 
sense when the context is known. 
Cybersecurity rating agencies have 
to provide benchmarks to assess the 
rating and position the cybersecurity of 
an organization in its vertical market;

• Maturing: agencies have to offer 
methods to further grow and develop an 
organization by following cybersecurity 
trends, by observing the work achieved, 
and in doing so gradually improve the 
overall rating. 

Cybersecurity rating: a positive 
language 

Cybersecurity assessment is not a new 
topic. Many assessments take place 
through different sources such as surveys, 
interviews, certifications, attestations, etc. 

“The rating methodology 
must be transparent and 
scope, controls, 
recommendations, scale, 
with detailed results need 
to be provided.”
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However, so far the number of 
necessary resources to conduct them are 
unsatisfactory. In addition, it is important 
to agree that they are more focused on 
processes rather than on their effective 
purposes. Based on corroborative 
controls, cybersecurity rating is simple and 
inexpensive to obtain a reasonable level of 
trust. It also enables the ability to assess 
large number of organizations where the 
traditional approach failed. 

That being said, cybersecurity ratings 
are not a result of a global and exhaustive 
cybersecurity assessment - there are no 
innovations to current practices. Based 
on effective controls with automated 
resources, the assessment draws a 
perception of the cybersecurity including 
facts coming from compliance with 
standards and events coming from the 
reputation of an Information System. It’s 
a rating system just like any other and at 
this stage it’s a fledgling rating system. 
Improvement and development will 
necessarily take place in the near future 
via standardization. 

Finally, cybersecurity rating brings 
a way to communicate positively about 
cybersecurity. It enables a communication 
about what is achieved and is not focused 
on vulnerabilities or issues. Cybersecurity 
rating enables a quick assessment of any 
organization to reassure our management, 
our teams, our customers and other 
stakeholders. It also enables monitoring 
of thousands of vendors, including cloud 
providers which will help organizations in 
their digitalization.

Cybersecurity rating: an 
essential stake of sovereignty

By nature, humanity needs to be 
reassured in landmarks. We have 
ratings on credit, energy consumption, 
environment, products, restaurants, and so 
many others and now, a rating system on 
cybersecurity. It’s inescapable - we will all 
be rated on cybersecurity. The perception 
of corporate cybersecurity will therefore 
be linked to this rating. Based on that, our 
most powerful option is to participate in 
the improvements of the rating system 
by using it and giving feedback in order 
to grow, by explaining its benefits and its 
limits and by grouping together to build a 
common vision of what this system should 
look like. Finally, it’s important to support a 
European voice to avoid the hegemony of 
some countries. Together we need to bring 
the European cybersecurity rating into 
existence.

Christophe Ternat, founder and 
President of CYRATING, the 1st 
cybersecurity rating agency rooted in 
Europe. Christophe helps businesses 
securing their digital technologies, by 
providing a comprehensive and simple 
picture of cybersecurity. 

For more details, please consult 
CYRATING website or contact us at: 

hello@cyrating.com

CYRATING Website
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01
Company Description
CYRATING is the First Cybersecurity Rating Agency rooted in Europe. CYRATING 
helps forward-thinking organisations to maximize their cybersecurity performance 
and investments. We cyrate organisations with standardized cybersecurity metrics 
which provide industry benchmark and identification of potential for improvement. Our 
tech platform provides a solid foundation and a common language for cybersecurity 
community and all stakeholders. 

Company Name: CYRATING
Founded: 10/2017
Employees: fewer than 5
Web: cyrating.com
Headquarters: Paris, France

02Company Information

s

Key Target Verticals: Financial 
Services, Technology

03
The Product

Product Category: Cyber Posture (Cyber 
intelligence, Cyber Risk, Third Party 
Security)
Product Stage: released
Product Names and Brief Description:
CYRATING

Customer Footprint

• Relevant Public Success Stories 
per Key Target Vertical:
• Financial Services
• Technology
• Energy
• Chemical
• Healthcare
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04
Product in detail
CYRATING ORG is a service dedicated to corporations and public organisations. 
Through an outside-in approach, CYRATING ORG provides an independent rating which 
allows customers to monitor the cybersecurity performance of their organisations and 
their ecosystem.

How does it work?

Our ratings process is based on a tech platform which processes observable data 
highlighting cybersecurity facts and events of any organisation. These facts (domain 
names protection, email protection, etc.) and events (communication to botnets, 
malwares, etc.) are compared to industry best practices. Through our methodology 
and our rating algorithm, key metrics and the organisation’s rating are calculated in an 
automated and continuous way.
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05
Key Benefits

Product Benefits

• Scalable and powerful: any organisation, vendor or partner can be rated 
automatically with our tech platform

• Rating process: we have built an objective methodology to assess the organization 
with the ambition to create the cyber rating standard

• Transparency: CYRATING provides controls definition & results, scale and rating 
methodology to help our customers to understand cyber ratings

Future Functionality
• Additional controls focused on web application security
• Additional sources of information for events detection
• Improvement of sharing capabilities 

• Communicate positively about cybersecurity 
• Have more visibility on subsidiaries, vendors and partners’ cyber risks
• Benchmark, make sound decisions and allocate resources appropriately
• Demonstrate cybersecurity performance to regulatory authorities, customers, 

investors and insurers

Partners
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Anshul Srivastav
Chief Information Officer Information Technology and Digital 
Officer, Union Insurance

A leader with major operating tenets 
such as driving technology transformation 
through thought leadership, design thinking, 
innovation, analytics & delivering value to 
stakeholders. Anshul is a global technology 
leader and change practitioner who has 
been instrumental in driving technology 
transformations for businesses in the multi 
Billion USD revenues range.

His experience has been around taking up 
strategic technology initiatives, architecting, 
delivering and managing it them at an 
enterprise level.

Anshul has several notable career 
accomplishments, wherein he has led, 
created and launched the key Artificial 
Intelligence, Blockchain, Cloud, ecommerce, 
mobile and business intelligence initiatives 
for various Financial Institutions around the 
world.

Currently in a leadership role as Chief 
Information Officer Information Technology 
and Digital Officer in Dubai, leading the 

IT Strategy, Technology Transformations, 
Analytics, software delivery, architecture 
and Cloud for Union Insurance (UAE, Oman 
and Bahrain) across all lines of Business 
(Life, General (P&C) and Health Insurance). 
Creating and Driving big strategic Initiatives 
aligning IT transformation to deliver business 
value. Major Cloud transformations impacted 
the bottom line of Union by multimillion 
AED in the first year. Transformation on 
Digital added multimillion revenues in Life, 
P&C and Health lines of business.

Machine Learning and Robotic Process 
Automation are some key business 
transformations implemented recently.

As a Transformational leader and Senior 
Management IT professional, with almost 
two decades of experience spreading across 
multiple geographies (US, Europe, South East 
Asia and Middle East) Anshul has built & led 
local, regional, and global teams across 3 
continents, capitalizing on opportunities to 
drive revenues, profits, and growth. Strong 
P&L management.

Anshul has been mentoring startup, 
incubators/accelerators and management 
students across south east Asia, Europe, India 
and Middle East since 2012. Incubators/ 
Accelerators like Satoshi Studios, Astro Labs 
Dubai, T Labs, CH9, Flat6 labs and many 
incubators. 
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Startups mentored are in the tech space of 
analytics, Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain, 
mobility, payments and remittances, 
tech based micro finance, healthcare 
tech and analytics, and tech based retail 
merchandising, logistics and mobile wallets.

Anshul is a keynote speaker on 
Blockchain, Internet of Things (IoT), Cloud, 
Artificial Intelligence, Machine and Deep 
Learning, Digital Transformation, Fintech, 
RegTech, Insuretech, Cloud and Mobility.

Several Awards

CIO of the year award, InfoSec Maestro 
Award, CSO Next of the year award.

CISO award from MESA Dubai.

CIO award from CNME Dubai.

Won couple of Star Performer of the Year 
Awards from AXA India & AXA Asia. Has 
been awarded the AXA innovation award 
both at AXA Asia and AXA Group level on 
three ocassions.

Anshul writes on Design Thinking, 
Innovation, Big Data, Technology 
Transformations, Blockchain, Cloud, 
Artificial Intelligence and several of articles 
are published in CNME, Innovation and 
Tech Middle East, Data quest, LinkedIn and 
PM Network.

How do you see the emergence 
of key challenges and 
opportunities in the security and 
cybersecurity landscape ?

Currently I believe everything in the 

world of cybersecurity  exists in isolation 
globally. And we are still solving problems 
specific to identities, threats and access 
in isolation. What’s more, it is still more 
reactive than proactive even though 
behavioral, pattern-oriented data is 
available. Cybersecurity should get injected 
in last mile citizen and thus governments 
should create a Ministry of Information 
Security/ Cyber security and work with 
global governments to develop laws, policies 
and regulations. With the emergence of 
so many technologies security and cyber 
security needs structuring and definition. 
Security as a service should be sandboxed 
and should be offered by regulators/ 
governments. This will indeed help protect 
everyone as, with technology, penetration 
is happening to last mile. Continuous 
threat intelligence and evolution should 
be controlled by introducing new laws and 
regulations.

 This will also help solution providers 
such as product and service providers 
to align and work in one direction rather 
than solving problems on identity, threats, 
intrusion, access etc..

 In the next couple of years as more 
and more technologies reach the last mile, 
more and more threats will be prominent 
and would be out of control with isolated 
setups and solutions solving one problem 
and even then, not being solved completely. 
As technologies evolve, solutions will get 
built around that unless some common 
factor intervenes and runs the show.
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Government and regulators will 
definitely have tighter controls going 
forward but from a more reactive 
standpoint.

 I believe every challenge throws up a 
very wonderful and powerful opportunity. 
Develop frameworks to identify current 
and future gaps and do this with the 
support of some fantastic experts from all 
fields like humanities, economics, defence, 
psychologists, doctors, criminals, and of 
course from sciences.

Use this basis for a security strategy, 
as well as a law and regulation/s, so that 
incumbents from all industries and start 
ups should adhere to and follow it.   Unify 
the process for the incumbents so that it is 
not just treated as a mere trick to abide by 
the law. 

Are there any common business 
roadblocks that prevent 
security practices from being 
implemented?

Yes, of course there are business 
roadblocks that might prevent security 
practices from being implemented.

If you do not mind, I will split the answer 
in two parts, one at the strategic level and 
the other one at the operational level.

At the strategic level there must be a 
strategy roadmap chartered out covering 
physical security, IT security, information 
security and cybersecurity strategy and 
this should determine the practices. Risk 
management has to be defined at an 
organisation level. Security policies are 

getting implemented without connection 
to business strategy and thus becomes 
more difficult

If a strong CISO or a CIO who sits on a 
board works with the CISO and translates 
the security strategy to the business impact 
language to prevent an organization being 
exposed to the various security breaches 
which can happen and monetary value/s of 
the breach then definitely these potential 
roadblocks can be cleared out.

With regards to the operational level, 
once the strategy is there, it should 
flow through communication across 
the organization to the last mile and the 
business should not resist those practices. 
There have to be some finalization 
mechanism in case there is a roadblock in 
order to address it according to governance 
policies and security requirements.

For security executives who 
don’t have a strong relationship 
with the board, how can they 
improve it?

Security executives have been classically 
away from the business. Historically, 
security executives have been in isolation 
working on controlling the organization’s 
typical security policies, building them and 
just getting them implemented instead of 
focusing on how a security executive can 
actually help the business to move faster.
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During recent years, with increasing 
competition and emerging from nowhere, 
new channels, new disruptors arising on 
a daily basis, the typical behaviour has 
been to propose security products or 
services across the organizations, asking 
for investment to mitigate specific types 
of breaches but sometimes they have 
been unable to derive the business value 
coming from these technologies. This 
approach becomes a serious pain when 
trying to achieve a cordial relationship 
with the board. The board will require for 
a return on investment and business value 
of whatever had to be implemented across 
the organization. There is also the risk of 
the board not paying attention to this type 
of security executive.

Security executives should understand 
the business, work closely with the 
board, understand their expectations, 
communicate heavily with the CIO, 
CEO to actually make themselves a 
tangible presence within that particular 
organization.

Security executives could not be only 
involved in operations, they actually have 
to be attached to the business strategy. 
They should act as an army protecting the 
borders of the organization and deriving 
value. To build a strong relationship with 
the board you need to show the business 
value, the end customer satisfaction and to 
guarantee that this is a secure organization.

What advice do you have for 
security leaders?

Security leaders should be data hungry 
leaders. A data hungry leader should have 
all the tools and techniques to actually 

understand the evolving landscape 
within the organization and outside the 
organization and build tons of intelligence 
around it. They should leverage some 
kind of data science capabilities to predict 
threats. A data hungry security leader can 
actually map what the in-coming market 
is, how it is evolving, and map the current 
requirements of the organization that the 
security leader belongs to. This is the data 
part. Build Security-as-a-Service.

The second part is the culture.

Security leaders can and should build a 
culture within the organization and outside 
the organization including partners, 
providers, third parties, customers, support 
services…

Nowadays every organization is 
available anytime, anywhere. You have 
24/7 vulnerability.

If the security leader creates the 
right culture, everyone will take his or 
her responsibility and assure that the 
organization is really and completely 
secure anytime, anywhere.

“Security leaders can and 
should build a culture 
within the organization 
and outside the 
organization including 
partners, providers, third 
parties, customers, 
support services.”
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What unique challenges does 
the financial industry face?

The financial services industry is 
currently facing continuous attacks 
through DDoS, Ransomware, Malware, 
APTs, IP hijacking, you name it.

Moreover, financial services are 
now available anytime, anywhere on 
IoT, Blockchain, digital channels, mobile 
exposing the financial services industry to 
a lot of serious attacks, difficult to monitor 
and manage.

My way of looking at these challenges 
is to understand the overall technology 
landscape being rolled out.

You should work with people who can 
give you managed services, for example 
on threat intelligence, to assure that you 
have all the possible intelligence available 
with the regards to how the ecosystem of 
people is behaving, to guarantee that you 
have all possible intelligence available, just 
like an army. You have to be smarter than 
the potential attackers, leverage data and 
rely on people who have all this intelligence.

How can CISOs balance security 
and innovation?

I believe all innovation and disruptions 
have an attachment of potential threats and 
security issues, especially for technological 
innovation. CISOs must build a framework 
of business innovation and the security 
flavours attached to it, adopt an approach 
which balances security and innovation 
helping business innovate in a more agile 
way, supporting the business in terms 

of innovation and attaching the security 
flavours to it.

You can’t stop innovation coming in and 
happening. There is a market that is trying 
to disrupt your business and you need to 
keep up with innovation.

The CISO has to have good intelligence 
and data to understand trends and should 
add the flavour of security in supporting 
the business.

Could you offer some advice on how can 
CISOs and CIOs work together?

I think a CISO should report to the CIO 
as CIOs are driving a lot of technology 
strategy.

CISOs should work towards the 
execution of that technology strategy, 
addressing not only information security 
strategy or IT security or cybersecurity 
strategy but also working with various risk 
elements on the organization coming out 
of the technology roadmap.

“CISOs should work 
towards the execution of 
that technology strategy, 
addressing not only 
information security 
strategy or IT security or 
cybersecurity strategy but 
also working with various 
risk elements on the 
organization coming out of 
the technology roadmap.”
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CISO should be given power to 
generate large amounts of data to extract 
the intelligence needed and continuously 
working with CIOs in executing that 
intelligence.

CISO have to be highly overprotective 
and they can only achieve this goal leveraging 
data and generating intelligence on that 
data and continuously communicating that 
intelligence across the organization and to 
the people they are reporting to, whether it 
is a CIO or the CEO or the Board.

CISOs must protect the companies, the 
customers, partners, employees, the board 
and assure that they are safe and secure.

The more protected they are, the better 
placed the organization will be to innovate 
and to go to the next level.

Build a team of people who are into 
ethical ways of doing business and are 
hungry for data, helping build a good 
intelligence with a proactive approach 
towards any incident instead of a reactive 
approach.

Hall of Fame

“Build a team of people 
who are into ethical 
ways of doing business 
and are hungry for data, 
helping build a good 
intelligence with a 
proactive approach 
towards any incident 
instead of a reactive 
approach.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Stop blaming your users for 
compromised credentials

Users remain the biggest threat to a 
company’s security, but blaming your users 
is never the right route to take. 

Users are (usually) human. They are 
careless, flawed and often exploited. In 
fact, attackers love exploiting the naivety 
of your users because it’s so easy. 

All it takes is one successful phishing 
email to persuade just one user to hand 
over their organization’s login details. 
Once that hacker gains entry to your 
systems, you’re not going to find out until 
it’s too late — your anti-virus and perimeter 
systems aren’t programmed to pick up on 
access using legitimate login details, giving 
snoopers all the time in the world to, well, 
snoop.

So, how are you supposed to spot 
inappropriate user access when it’s already 
been defined as appropriate?

Spotting the threat

Security must be there to protect users 
from both careless and malicious behavior 
and to protect the business from outsiders 
trying to gain access by pretending to be 
employees.

When you boil it down, the only way to 
really tell if someone is a malicious insider 
or an intent external threat actor is by 
allowing them to perform actions (such 
as launching applications, authenticating 
to systems, accessing data, etc.) and 
determine whether the actions are 
inappropriate.

But given that the majority of your 
user population doesn’t act the same 
way everyday – let alone the next week 
or month – it makes more sense to spot 
the threat actor by looking at leading 
indicators of threat activity, rather than 
waiting for the threat activity itself.

At a glance
•    3 minute read.
•    Blaming your users is never the right route to 
take.
•    Spotting the threat.
•    Protecting against users’ compromised 
credentials. 

“Security must be there 
to protect users from 
both careless and 
malicious behavior and 
to protect the business 
from outsiders trying to 
gain access by 
pretending to be 
employees.”
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One of the most accurate leading 
indicators is one no malicious insider 
or external threat actor can get around 
– the logon (local, remote, via SMB, via 
RPC, etc.). Endpoints require logons for 
access, lateral movement of any type 
requires authentication to access a target 
endpoint, and access to data first requires 
an authenticated connection.

Protecting against users’ 
compromised credentials

The leveraging of Logon Management 
solutions provides organizations with 
not only the ability to monitor logons and 
identify suspicious logon activity, but to 
also craft logon policies to limit the scope 
of account use and automatically shut 
down access based on inappropriate 
logon behavior. By using the contextual 
information around a user’s logon (origin, 
time, session type, number of access 
points, etc.) genuine logins become useless 
to would-be attackers.

So, while there might not be a patch 
for the user quite yet, keep in mind that 
you do have a foolproof way to make sure 
authenticated users are who they say they 
are, identify any ‘risky’ user behavior and 
put a stop to it before it ends up costing 
you capital, customers and your company’s 
reputation.

Read our latest infographic on how 
to stop blaming users and start better 
protecting users’ authenticated access:

Infographic: How to Stop Blaming Users

For more information:

www.isdecisions.com

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.isdecisions.com/security-breach-infographic-compromised-login/
https://www.isdecisions.com/
https://www.isdecisions.com/
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01
Company Description
IS Decisions, based in Biarritz (France), is a Software Vendor specialized in 
Infrastructure and Security Management solutions for Microsoft Windows.

Company Name: IS Decisions
Founded: 01/2000
Employees: 20
Web: www.isdecisions.com 
Headquarters: Biarritz, France

02Company Information

s

Key Target Verticals: All

03
The Product
Product Category : 

• Network security
• Compliance & data leakage 

prevention
• Insider threats
• Identity & Fraud
• Detection & Prevention
• Incident Response & Forensics
• Cyberposture

Product Stage: Released
Product Names and Brief Description:
UserLock : Access security and 
concurrent login control for networks.
FileAudit: Tracking, auditing, archiving 
and reporting on access to sensitive 
files.

Customer Footprint
• Success Stories UserLock

• Financial Services
• Barclays Bank
• Bank of America

• Healthcare
• Tufts Medical Center

• Education
• Oxford University
• New York Albany City School District
• Camden City School District

• Law Enforcement & Intelligence Agencies
• US Dept of Justice

• Other
• Ministry of Interior Qatar
• Ministry of Interior Saudi Arabia
• Turkish Aerospace Industry
• Airbus Cyber Security 

• Success Stories FileAudit
• Healthcare

• Centre Hospitalier Boulogne sur mer

• Sanofi

• Other
• BAE Systems
• BMW
• LVMH

• MOET HENNESSY
• VTECH
• Andros
• Showroom Privé

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.isdecisions.com/
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04
Product in detail: UserLock
User logon security for Windows Active Directory. 
Powerful protection for all Windows Active Directory domain logins, even when 
credentials are compromised. UserLock helps administrators to manage and secure 
access for every user, without obstructing employees or frustrating IT.

How does it work?

Control and Protect: Set restrictions using the contextual information around a user’s 
logon, to help verify all user’s claimed identity, and authorize, deny or limit network 
access. Restrict by:

• Origin: Computer (Windows & Mac), device & location restrictions (IP address, 
department, organizational unit)

• Time: Logon hour restrictions, maximum session length & session time quota
• Session type: Workstation, terminal, Wi-Fi, VPN and IIS sessions
• Simultaneous connections: Limit concurrent logins and initial access points

Detect & Respond: Real-time monitoring and risk detection tools immediately alert on 
suspicious logon activity so you can take action quickly.
Audit & Report: A centralized audit on all network logon events provides detailed reports 
to track down security threats, support forensics and prove regulatory compliance.
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05
Product in detail: FileAudit
FileAudit monitors, archives and reports on access (or access attempts) to sensitive 
files and folders stored on Microsoft Windows systems.

How does it work?

Proactively track, audit, report and alert on all access to files and folders on Windows 
servers.

• Real-Time Monitoring: Monitor, in real time, access (or access attempts) to sensitive 
files and folders stored on Windows systems (read/write/delete accesses, file 
ownership changes, permission modifications, attribute changes, etc.).

• Automatic Email Alerts: Set up E-mail alerts for predetermined access events 
(access denied - file deletion - a specific user, machine or IP address - time of 
access - and mass access events such as the copy, deletion or movement of bulk 
files).

• File Server Intelligence: Schedule recurrent email delivery of reports customized 
according to multiple criteria (path, file type, access type, IP source address, 
machine name, etc.) for auditing and regulatory compliance.

• Delegation to Non-IT: Create specific accounts for people with no administrative 
rights (external auditors, non-IT executives, etc.), allowing them to perform audits 
securely and autonomously.

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Why is it so easy for APTs 
(advanced persistent threats) to 
move through our networks?

These days all eyes are on 
cybersecurity; mega hack attacks spike 
the dial on primetime news, security 
issues are trumping high on corporate 
boardroom agendas and security 
technology companies are the darlings of 
the investor community. 

Given the grim state of global security, 
organizations are more aware, more 
prepared and more willing to invest 
in defence. But although they have 
drummed up their line of cyber defence 
and pitched their digital forks, advanced 
persistent threats (APTs) are having a 
field day. 

The losing battle against 
Advanced Persistent Threats

It’s mind baffling, when you think of 
it; how come, despite all the awareness, 

technology advancements and heavy 
investment, the fight against APTs is a 
losing battle? The answer could be lurking 
in the shadows.

Just so we’re on the same page; APT 
refers to a network attack by a third 
party that gains unauthorized access and 
remains there undetected for a long time. 
APTs are characterized by their high-level 
of sophistication, covertness, and use of 
bespoke software back doors, as well as 
zero-day vulnerabilities.  

A disturbing aspect is the ‘Persistency’ 
factor, as hackers aim to stay undetected 
for a lengthy period until they pursue 
their end goals. They may try to infiltrate 
hundreds or thousands of times, then 
learn from their mistakes, modify their 
behaviour, and finally find a way to go 
undetected under the radar. Once they’re 
in, they often remain hidden inside a 
network, slowly siphoning off data.

At a glance
•    5 minute read.
•    The losing battle against Advanced Persistent 
Threats.
•    APTs continue to move laterally through 
networks with relative ease.
•    Why is it so difficult to detect shadow IT 
mishaps? 

“A disturbing aspect is the 
‘Persistency’ factor, as hackers 
aim to stay undetected for a 
lengthy period until they 
pursue their end goals. They 
may try to infiltrate hundreds 
or thousands of times, then 
learn from their mistakes, 
modify their behaviour, and 
finally find a way to go 
undetected.”
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APTs continue to move laterally 
through networks with relative 
ease 

APT’s ease of movement is almost 
liquid, largely due to a shadow partner. 
Unassuming, unintentional and 
underrated, shadow IT has created a 
parallel world where APTs tend to thrive. 

Although largely unauthorized, 
Shadow IT is common practice and 
is here to stay. Just clarify what we 
mean by shadow IT: Shadow IT involves 
employees using systems and software 
without authorization by the IT unit. 
Whether we like it or not, SaaS downloads, 
the unauthorized use of apps, and the 
BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) trends 
are growing, and expanding to the IoT 
scape, casting an even larger shadow.  

In effect, shadow IT is the gap between 
the IT security status, as perceived by 
the IT department, and the real picture. 
Here lies the crux of the matter; hackers 
often rely on these very network gaps to 
operate in a stealthy mode and remain 
undetected under the radar.

Why is it so difficult to detect 
shadow IT mishaps?

Despite heightened security 
awareness training, employees are still 
prone to daily cybersecurity errors; it’s 
part of human nature. Short-lived errors, 
even with a lifecycle of only 24 hours, 
can evade security during these timely, 
but critical gaps.   Even if there was an 
alert, it’s difficult to pay attention to each 
event on a specific PC or device in a large 
network.  At the end of the day, it is an 
inhuman mission for the IT department 
or assigned penetration tester, or even 
red teamer, to find all of the problems 
and recognize their influence on large 
networks.

How come it’s getting worse?

Shadow IT error still accounts for 
most of the root causes of security 
compromises—perhaps as much as 90 
percent. The trouble is that although 
shadow IT is not a new trend, malicious 
hackers are discovering more ways 
to exploit it in 2018. The more people 
who interact with internet-connected 
endpoints, the more strategies hackers 
will find to take advantage of them. Now 
that connected devices are everywhere, 
the danger is growing. 

“Shadow IT is the gap 
between the IT security 
status, as perceived by 
the IT department, and 
the real picture.”
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What can be done to stop APTs 
in their tracks?

To combat them, security pros should 
shift their stance to assume APTs are 
already living in their network. Eventually 
someone will successfully penetrate a 
network; maybe by taking advantage of a 
technological mishap, or maybe through a 
social engineering loophole.

Secondly, there needs to be a conceptual 
shift from passive defence to a threat 
hunting strategy from an attacker’s point-
of-view. It is essential to keep a network 
in a state of perpetual reconnaissance 
24x7, because the attackers are using 
a combination of Advanced Persistent 
Threats (APT) methods, they can leap 
frog from one network section to 
another, completely undetected. They 
can work this way until they reach their 
final goal; whether it involves stealing 
data, or disrupting control systems, with 
potentially kinetic implications. 

Today there’s a new breed of 
automated attack simulation platforms 
that prevent APTs from compromising 
critical organizational assets and provide, 
actionable remediation in a continuous 
loop.  These platforms can run multi-vector 
campaigns simultaneously to simulate an 
APT with 100% reliability. 

It’s almost like teaming up with an army 
of red team attackers that work 24/7, 
followed by a blue team that responds to 
actionable and prioritized information in 
real time. When aptly developed, these 
platforms can operate in a safe way 
without affecting the network or the user 
experience. Maybe there is hope after all.

For more information 

XM Cyber Website

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://xmcyber.com/
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Using Deception Technology to 
Secure the Success of M&A

M&A: Opportunity for growth—
and for cyber criminals

Because they rarely provide tangible 
ROI, cybersecurity investments are often 
justified by the potential costs of not 
investing. M&A is one arena where these 
costs can be quite tangible. 

In 2015, TalkTalk, the UK 
telecommunications and Internet provider 
was fined £400,000 and lost 101,000 
customers when personal data of 156,959 
customers was compromised, costing the 
company up to £60 million.   Years earlier, 
it had unwittingly inherited unpatched 
servers via an acquisition. In 2016, as 
Verizon was pursuing the acquisition 
of Yahoo! Inc.’s Internet properties, 
revelations of security breaches at Yahoo! 
reportedly devalued the transaction by 
$350 million.

Whether your organisation is the target, 
the buyer, or an equal partner in an M&A 
transaction, cybersecurity should be a 
front-and-center concern because while 
business stakes are higher, so is your 
vulnerability to cyberattack. Periods of high 
IT volatility always create security gaps. 
During data center consolidation, cloud 
migration, geographic expansion, or even 
workforce reengineering, it can be difficult 
for any security team to keep pace with the 
widespread system, infrastructure, and 
personnel changes. Routine operations 
such as patch management may suffer in 
the process. 

But beyond the general challenges 
associated with largescale IT change, M&A 
also adds:

• New threats and a wider attack 
surface. While acquiring the assets of 
another company, you’re also acquiring 
its risk profile, which may be new for your 
business. The cyber program of a healthcare 
provider acquiring a pharmaceutical 
retailer, for example, may not have been 
designed to address the wider range of 
business risks and possible threats. 

• The potential to inherit dormant 
cyber threats. Along with the other 
organisation’s IT assets, you could be 
acquiring some serious problems that are 
not yet visible.

At a glance
•    4 minute read.
•    M&A: Opportunity for growth—and for cyber 
criminals.
•    CISOs Need a Seat at the Table—and New 
Tools in Their Kit.
•    Why is it so difficult to detect shadow IT 
mishaps? 
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And while the infrastructure is 
more vulnerable, research from Digital 
Shadows  suggests that during M&A, 
attackers are more likely to be waiting in 
the wings. 

It is an opportune time to profit 
by exploiting financial markets and 
intellectual property. 

As valuable data changes hands, there 
are more opportunities for a data breach. 
If employees are resentful or fearful of 
the coming changes, attackers might be 
more successful in finding insiders to 
exploit

CISOs Need a Seat at the 
Table—and New Tools in Their 
Kit

CISOs need to be an integral part of 
M&A planning and execution at every 
stage—not just once the deal is done 
and IT assets need to be integrated. The 
security posture of the target company 
needs to be carefully assessed during due 
diligence, and a refreshed cybersecurity 
program for the future entity needs to be 
mapped out proactively. 

In addition, the CISO needs new, 
more nimble security methods in order 
to help ensure that strategic business 
transactions are successful. Standard 
cybersecurity measures are never 
perfect; targeted attackers with a will to 
break in can always find a way, but during 
M&A it is even more urgent to be realistic 
about the limitations of security controls. 
Endpoint-based deception offers the 
simplest, most direct means of finding 
and stopping malicious activity within 
your environment—whether by insiders 
or outsiders.

Once attackers find a way in, they 
must investigate their surroundings to 
find data, user credentials, and pathways 
to your organisation’s “crown jewels.” 
Endpoint-based deception is purpose-
built to exploit this process. 

It forces attackers to reveal 
themselves, allowing the organisation’s 
security team to take control of the attack 
early in the process before critical assets 
can be reached.

Cybersecurity issues can derail a deal or 
diminish its value 
If cybersecurity issues come to light 
during M&A, they can disrupt the 
process—and slash the value of assets. 

According to a 2017 survey of 100 
senior global executives by West 
Monroe Partners’ M&A practice, 
cybersecurity weighs heavily on the 
minds of investors.
 
- More than half of respondents (52%) 
report discovering a cybersecurity problem 
after a deal closed.
- Cybersecurity concerns caused failure of 
23% of software M&A deals, tying with financial 
and tax issues as the top reason for abandoning 
M&A deals.
- Cybersecurity was the second 
most-common reason buyers regretted a deal.
- Two in five respondents (41%) said 
problems during post-merger integration is 
their main worry when thinking about issues 
relating to cybersecurity.
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It works by placing thousands of 
featherweight bits of false information on 
systems throughout the network—data 
and other artifacts designed to appear 
useful to the attacker. When someone 
tries to use these deceptions—perhaps by 
trying to log in with false credentials or 
accessing a non-existent system, server, or 
shared file—an alert is sent to IT, forensics 
are captured, and defenders can monitor 
the attacker’s movements and take action. 
With Illusive, there is a 99% probability 
that an attacker will be detected within 
three lateral movements.

Defence as elastic as your fast-changing 
environment

With so many other projects to be 
done during an M&A integration, 
why would anyone want to 
undertake the deployment of a 
new technology? 

First of all, deployment is very fast and 
non-disruptive. Illusive’s technology is 
agentless. The hard work of setting up a 
tailored deception environment is done for 
you within hours or days through intelligent 
automation—invisibly to end users, and 
without burdening IT staff. In fact, Illusive’s 
technology is so simple to deploy that it 
could easily be used in the due diligence 
process to assess a target company’s risk 
posture.

But the key value of deception in an 
M&A context is twofold. One, as described 
above, when it is known that security 
controls will be far less effective than 
usual, endpoint-based deception enables 
attackers operating inside the network to 
be caught quickly.

Two, Illusive’s deception technology 
is unique in its ability to seamlessly 
adapt as the environment is changing. It 
automatically discovers and rediscovers 
the environment so that new systems can 
be fitted with deceptions as they come on 
line. No matter where and when an attacker 
finds a point of entry—even if through a 
previously infected, “inherited” system—
he or she faces high odds of immediate 
detection, no matter what gaps may exist in 
traditional defences. 

During M&A periods, endpoint-based 
deception can also: 

1. Uncover hidden weaknesses. During 
normal business activity, ordinary and 
privileged user credentials get “left behind” 
in applications and system memory, 
and system-to-system connections are 
established where they shouldn’t be. 
This problem is multiplied when there is 
a higher-than-usual rate of role changes 
or employee turnover. Illusive’s discovery 
process reveals these risk areas and 
provides tools to remediate them.

2. Help under-staffed security teams 
focus and prioritise. When resources are 
tight and security teams are temporarily 
engaged in other high-priority projects, 
leaders need confidence that the most 
business-critical resources are protected. 
Illusive shows attack paths and attacker 
activity in relation to high-value assets so 
stay focused on what matters most. 
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3. Shore up insider threat protection. 
Malicious employee behavior tends 
to increase during uncertainty. 
Deception can detect both insiders and 
outsiders snooping for sensitive data or 
unauthorised access to systems. When 
suspicious activity is identified, Illusive’s 
forensic snapshot provides evidence and 
an intelligent starting point for further 
investigation. 

M&A represents a massive opportunity 
for business growth. It also represents 
significant opportunity for attackers 
looking to capitalise on weaknesses in 
your security defences. With the right 
deception technology in place, CISOs 
and their teams can play a pivotal 
role in securing the outcomes of their 
organisations’ strategic initiatives—and 
take their security capabilities to a whole 
new level to support future business 
evolution.

For more information:

Visit us and subscribe to our blog at: 

www.illusivenetworks.com

Email us at:

info@illusivenetworks.com 

About Illusive Networks 

Illusive Networks provides deception-
based cybersecurity solutions that 
empower security teams to preemptively 
harden their networks against advanced 
attackers, stop targeted attacks through 
early detection of lateral movement, 
and resolve incidents quickly. Founded 
in 2014, Illusive now has more than 50 

million deceptions deployed in production 
environments. Customers include many 
of the world’s largest financial institutions, 
retailers, global pharmaceutical 
companies, and brand-name organisations 
in healthcare, energy, manufacturing and 
other industries.  
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Victor Cayupil Amaya
Regional Information Systems Security Officer, LATAM for BNP 
Paribas Cardif

-Currently the Regional Information 
Systems Security Officer, LATAM, for BNP 
Paribas Cardif

-Responsible for the Latin America 
operation in terms of Systems Security 
Information, with regards to the global 
security framework and compliance. In 
charge of 6 countries and 7 operations 
across LATAM.

-With a 14+ years record of establishing 
and leading Enterprise information security 
programs across different industries, with 
the main focus being on financial services.

- Victor has a Bachelor of Science degree 
in Information Technologies and Electronic 
Engineering and extensive experience 
in Information Security, Enterprise Risk 
Management and Data Privacy.

-Certifications: ITIL, COBIT, ISO, 
SSAE16, SOX, CISSP, CEH, NIST among 
others.

What should corporate 
boards know about conducting 
information security?

I always recommend seeing the “big 
picture”, understanding the business and 
how it is run on a day to day basis, starting 
at the operational and process level all the 
way down to the technical aspects, normally 
thinking about the information security 
mission with a horizon of between 2 to 4 
years and taking in account the business 
strategy and the most significant projects 
from the portfolio.

Using all those elements to define a 
baseline will bring up the most relevant 
threats to which the company is exposed 
to the table and show how the security 
mission is working on “clear tactics” 
when needed. It is also crucial to have a 
“shared understanding about the risks and 
mitigations” and  the root cause in a non-
technical way. This is always a good point of 
attention.

Why did the role of CISO 
appeal to you?

Technical understanding is a key aspect 
for good communication in the enterprise 
environment particularly when referring to 
cybersecurity.
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Information security always seems like 
a very complex and technical topic for the 
business side with the potential risk of 
losing focus on the cybersecurity matters 
and the importance that they have today 
for the financial industry across all the 
business lines including B2C, B2B, B2B2C, 
the regulatory environment and other key 
areas.

I saw in the CISO position the possibility 
to play the role of a link between the 
technical and business worlds, to educate 
and stay close to the business. Seeing 
the smiling face of executives when they 
understand a technical conversation 
becomes addictive and very fulfilling. 

What advice do you have for 
security leaders?

Promote and share your security 
passion every day with everyone and do 
your job with positive energy, paying special 
attention to the smallest details when you 
engage with the executive boards and 
CEOs.

Moreover, it is absolutely crucial to 
identify your main supporters that are 
indirectly helping you on a daily basis, even 
if you don’t see them.

Identify and promote talent in your 
security organization, not only the technical 
or subject matter expert skills, but also 
the “soft part” which is very important for 
several situations in your security mission. 
Team and individual recognition is vital 
for the motivation of the team as well as 
defining clear  priorities and goals. 

What are the biggest challenges 
you face in the year ahead?

I have to recognize that I love challenges!

I am very eager to face them and every 
year is a different challenge.

The initial ideas that come to my mind 
are not only budget commitments, but also 
managing a regional services catalogue and 
its consolidation and maturity.

When the business is steaming 
along and wants to introduce 
new products or services, how 
do you make sure that security 
is plugged in?

You need to be ever present!

From the very beginning, although it is 
not easy, trust me. Moreover, you need to 
present yourself as somebody to whom 
all the areas see as a facilitator and not as 
a problem. You must be able to add value 
and to demonstrate the relevance of your 
contribution.

“Promote and share 
your security passion 
every day with everyone 
and do your job with 
positive energy, paying 
special attention to the 
smallest details when 
you engage with the 
executive boards and 
CEOs.”
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In this way you will be a relevant part of 
the value chain and the executives, board 
and CEO will always include you in the 
process.

You will see that everything is flowing 
when you needn’t raise the security topic, 
because it has become a natural part of the 
conversation for everybody.

Could you offer advice on 
how CISOs and CIOs can work 
together?

To be honest, when I read this question, 
my first natural reaction was to laugh.
When I first started in the organisation, I 
always saw the CIO as our “distant cousin”. 
A cousin that you see once a year or in 
other cases only for tragic news.  From 
the beginning you need a plan to improve 
communication quickly. You need to 
improve the relationship. I’m not saying 
that you only need to coordinate a dinner - 
it  is not as easy as that!

In general terms my first 
recommendation is to put two catalogues 
of services on the table: IT and Security. 
Then, clarify the accountabilities.

Two years later, when you have finished 
that discussion you can select another 
one, establishing both informal and formal 
periodic meetings between these two 
areas. This approach can help you to move 
faster.

Finally if you are still alive and you now 
see a trustworthy brother or cousin, then 
you rock!!!

Give me a high five!

To sum up, always maintaining good 
communication and coordination, having a 
clear view of the roles and responsibilities 
of the areas, a good balance between the 
project portfolio and the budget taking into 
account the priorities is, I believe, a very 
good starting point.

Hall of Fame

Victor Cayupil Amaya
Regional Information Systems Security Officer, LATAM for BNP Paribas Cardif
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Why Deep Learning Is the Only 
Option for Preventing The 
Threats of Tomorrow

From ransomware, to spyware and 
banking trojans, the types of malware 
threats are many. Yet the one threat that 
seems to be posing the greatest challenge 
to organizations and their cybersecurity 
solutions is the unknown malware.

This is because the means that have 
most typically been used to counter cyber 
threats to date remain insufficient when 
it comes to unknowns:

Signature-based: traditional antivirus 
solutions usually lean on such technique. 
With this technique, key data from given 
files is signed, and so for next times files 
are matched with the same signature, 
those will be classified as malicious. The 
key data is usually strings, or other byte 
sequences of code piece. This approach is 
not adequate since it can only be used for 
known attacks, based on known pieces 

from current existing malicious files. With 
unknown attacks, the signature won’t 
match anything.

Heuristic-based: this is an advanced 
technique for signatures. Instead of 
using a fixed signature, some parts of the 
signature can be random, and so it doesn’t 
necessarily have to be an exact signature 
match. The downside is that it is time 
consuming and works better with known 
than unknown files.

Sandboxing: involves running 
suspicious files within an isolated 
environment for a few minutes, while 
dynamically testing what the file is doing 
while it is running, in order to understand 
whether it is malicious or not without 
impacting the production environment. 
In most cases, such implementations 
would be in detection mode, as it is time 
consuming to analyze and get a verdict, and 
so it delays on-going organizational work 
(e.g. receiving emails with attachments). 
In addition, many malware campaigns 
are well familiar with such platforms, and 
have many anti-VM capabilities to bypass 
detection by such solutions. For example, 
in a case where there is a match with the 
drivers, hostname or username used by 
sandboxing platforms, the malware won’t 
execute its malicious activities.

At a glance
•    5 minute read.
•    The Ever-Growing Threat of Unknowns.
•    The Unique Abilities of Deep Learning.
•    Deep Learning vs Machine Learning. 
•    Deep Instinct Is Leading the Deep Learning 
Revolution for Cyber.
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Machine learning: a branch of artificial 
intelligence (AI). It allows computers 
to learn, by feeding large amounts of 
feature-based data to the ‘machine’ to 
teach it how to identify malicious files, 
based on certain file features. While 
more advanced and coming ahead of 
signature, heuristic, and sandboxing, 
one of its main downsides is that it 
relies on such feature engineering – 
meaning, it only uses a small part of the 
file structure, and is based on known 
attack vectors that are represented by 
those features. As a result, most of the 
data goes unprocessed, unanalyzed, 
and the correlations between the data 
points do not undergo analysis either. 
This means that machine learning is 
partial by its very nature and can never 
properly or fully pick up on, nor prevent 
unknow files. In addition, classical 
machine learning algorithms tend to 
not be very much accurate, mostly in 
domains that are not easy to solve, 
such as cybersecurity. That leads to 
moderate recall (detection rate) and 
false positive rate on unseen samples 
that were not involved in the training 
phase of the algorithm.

Accordingly, none of these 
approaches fare well in today’s world 
that is primarily battling new and unseen 
malware variants.

The Ever-Growing Threat of 
Unknowns

Yet, the demand for beating the threat 
of unknowns is only getting bigger as the 
threat continues to grow at a dizzying 
pace. Consider these staggering stats, 
for example:

• There are over 100 unknown 
malware attacks hitting an organization 
every hour; and 

• Over 360,000 new malicious files 
appearing daily. 

It’s no surprise, then, that in a recent 
report, it was found that of the 300 global 
IT and InfoSec professionals surveyed, 
49% believe that unknown malware is 
the greatest risk to their organization.

The Unique Abilities of Deep 
Learning

There is one approach, though, that 
overcomes the pitfalls of other means, 
as it is inherently designed to handle 
unknown malware. This approach is 
deep learning. 

For a quick recap – deep learning is 
the most advanced branch of artificial 
intelligence today. Its learning method 
is inspired by the way the human brain 
learns – taking in all the data and learning 
from it automatically and intuitively.

“There is one approach, 
though, that overcomes 
the pitfalls of other 
means, as it is 
inherently designed to 
handle unknown 
malware. This approach 
is deep learning.”
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Deep learning is the first — and 
currently the only — learning method that 
is capable of training directly on raw data. 
There is no need for feature extraction 
with deep learning, as is needed with 
machine learning. To the contrary, deep 
learning can dive into the raw data of the 
file, without explicitly being told to pay 
attention to certain features, which have 
been specified by human experts. 

Moreover, deep learning scales well to 
hundreds of millions of training samples. 
As the training dataset gets larger and 
larger, deep learning continuously 
improves. And the third aspect of deep 
learning that makes it unique is its ability 
to pick up on patterns and correlations in

the raw data that are too complex for any 
human or AI to pick up on.

Thus, its unique approach to training 
and learning endows it with both intuitive 
and predictive capabilities – which 
is probably one of the most critical 
capabilities for picking up on unknown 
threats. For, if you can’t ‘know’ in advance 
what it is, you must be able to predict what 
it is. 

Thus, deep learning is unique among 
all other cybersecurity approaches and is 
best positioned for handling unknowns. In 
fact, deep learning has a specific expertise 
with unknown files, delivering the highest 
detection and prevention rates along with 
unmatched low rates of false positives.
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Deep Instinct Is Leading the Deep Learning Revolution for Cyber

Deep Instinct is proud to make available the first cybersecurity solution that harnesses 
the power of deep learning to prevent, detect, and respond to unknown threats (and known, 
of course), to protect any device type, running on any operating system, and against any 
file-based and even file-less attack.

To learn more and prevent what others cannot find, we invite you to reach out to us at:

contact@deepinstict.com

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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01
Company Description
Red Alert Labs is an IoT security provider helping organizations trust IoT solutions. 
We created an independent security lab with a disruptive business model to solve the 
technical and commercial challenges encountered when mixing IoT market needs 
and security needs together in a single IoT solution. Our IoT Security Assurance and 
Certification Framework covers the whole IoT solution from Chip to Cloud and is 
integrated during the early stages of conception/development or just before the launch 
of your IoT product/solution. We provide standard security certifications and IoT 
security mark based on our in-house security assurance platform backed by advanced 
risk analysis, AI, Modelisation, Automated security testing and security profiles.

Company Name: Red Alert Labs
Founded (MM/YY): 02/17
Employees: 9
Web: www.redalertlabs.com
Headquarters: Paris, France

02Company Information

s

Key Target Verticals: Smart 
Manufacturing (Industry 4.0), Financial, 
Government, Consumer Electronics, 
Connected Homes and Buildings, Retail 
and Healthcare.

03
The Product
Product Category: IoT, ICS, BMS,
Product Stage: released
Product Names and Brief Description: IoT 
Cybersecurity Assurance & Certification 
Framework
Services Provided: IoT risk analysis, 
IoT risk management strategy, IoT 
Security Architecture, IoT Vulnerability 
Assessment, IoT Model-based security 
testing, IoT design & source code review, 
IoT security compliance and certification.

Customer Footprint
• Markets with Customers: Europe, USA 

and China.
• Relevant Public Success Stories per 

Key Target Vertical:
• Smart Manufacturing: 

Implementation of a full security 
assurance framework for an IIoT 
Cloud Platform. 

• Government: Implementation of a 
standard security certification scheme 

• Connected Homes and 
Buildings: Development of a security 
risk assessment platform for decisión 
makers of a big renowned company.
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04
Product in detail 
Our IoT Security Assurance & Certification Framework enables the suppliers of IoT 
products, services and components to assess the conformance of their products, 
services and components to the latest IoT Security Requirements. Completing this task 
will allow an organization to demonstrate the security measures they have taken to 
protect their products, services and components from cybersecurity risks.  Red Alert 
Labs provide a systematic, disciplined, and repeatable approach for evaluating your 
organization’s IoT solution security posture.

How does it work?

Red Alert Labs helps asset owners assess their information and operational systems’ 
cybersecurity practices by organizing a workshop where we ask a series of questions 
tailored to your organization about system components and architectures, as well as 
operational policies and procedures. These questions are derived from an innovative 
IoT security risk analysis approach and relevant standards.
 
After this first workshop, Red Alert Labs provides tools and a dashboard of charts 
showing areas of strength and weakness, as well as a prioritized list of recommendations 
for increasing your solutions’ cybersecurity resilience posture. Red Alert Labs could 
suggest solutions, training, common practices, compensating actions and component 
enhancements or additions. 

If this is not a self-assessment model, Red Alert Labs conducts on behalf of the 
vendor the Evaluation Process up to final validation where it delivers the IoT Security 
Certification or Assurance Mark.

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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01Company Description
LockEmail is a start-up founded by Jean-Christophe Praud and Thomas Boucher. 
Established in Bordeaux, it was created in 2015.
LockEmail is an email encryption software that works with unique passwords and 
keys that never go online. It’s very simple: all sensitive and vulnerable data is stored on 
the user’s computer. Intended for personal or professional use, this software ensures 
the security of the communication between the sender and the recipient.

Company Name: LockEmail
Founded: March 1st, 2015
Web: www.lockemail.com
Headquarters: Bordeaux, France

02
Company Information

s

Key Target Verticals or Market segments:
• BtoB : Companies with trade or state 

secrets. Companies and service 
providers dealing with secret subjects. 

• BtoC : Individuals or micro-
entrepreneurs. 

03
The Product
Product Category: Email security 
Product Stage: product marketing phase
Product Names: LockEmail 
Brief Description: LockEmail is guaranteed 
without cloud or data analysis. Your data is 
protected. We can’t read your emails and we 
don’t store your passwords. Confidentiality 
is provided by an asymmetric 4096-bit 
encryption key. This encryption key and your 
passwords aren’t stored. Finally, LockEmail 
is guaranteed to be spam free. 
Services Provided: Exchange of secure 
e-mails.

Customer Footprint
Relevant Public Success Stories:

• In  2016  we obtained the 
authorization to use the encryption 
as well as the authorization to 
commercialize our software 
everywhere in the world. 

• At the beginning of this year we 
signed a partnership with MDK 
Solution to integrate LockEmail on 
an encrypted USB key to reinforce 
security.
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04
Product in detail 
LockEmail software is available on three main operating systems (Windows, Mac and 
Linux). 
LockEmail comes with two options:
• A fixed version to protect  your emails.
• An embedded version on a USB key to be able to launch LockEmail from any computer 

connected to the internet.

How does it work?

The installation of LockEmail starts automatically by clicking on the .exe file. Then, 
simply enter the activation key, your email address and choose a password. 

The LockEmail tool looks exactly like a regular mailbox. Moreover, you keep your usual 
mailbox.
To send an encrypted email, there are two different scenarios: 
• If the recipient doesn’t have LockEmail, he receives an invitation on his email 

address. He must create an account by following the steps mentioned in the email. 
The recipient automatically receives a token in order to be able to answer.

• If the recipient has LockEmail, there is no problem for an encrypted email exchange. 
As an issuer of an encrypted email, you are automatically notified of the reception 
and reading of your email.
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01Company Description
A unique Smart IT solution for small companies that pilots and protects the company’s 
IT 24/7. The Sunbren solution is a monthly user subscription, without commitment, 
that includes a server and its tools plus an AI engine that pilots the whole  process and 
ensures its availability, performance and cyberprotection 24/7.

Company Name: Sunbren
Founded: 12/17
Employees: 8
Web: sunbren.com
Headquarters: Saint-Etienne - France

02
Company Information

s

Key Target Verticals: all companies with 
less than 30 IT users

03
The Product
Product Category  

• Cloud Security
• Mobile Security
• Application Security
• Detection & Prevention
• Cyber Intelligence

Product Stage: POC fulfilled, released and 
first clients.
Product Names and Brief Description:

• Sunbren Premium 
• Sunbren Lite
• Sunbren Home

Services Provided:
• A server monitored by an AI
• A 100% guaranteed cyber protection
• A monthly subscription, per user, 

without commitment

Customer Footprint
Relevant Public Success Stories:

• Financial Services
• Healthcare
• Critical Infrastructures
• Education
• Manufacturing
• Law Enforcement & Intelligence 

Agencies
• Other

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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04
Product in detail
Sunbren is a high-performing server (Microsoft) on the cloud with access to company’s 
software and data, everywhere, even on the move and on all terminals. The server is 
managed and protected 24/7 thanks to a proactive and foolproof protection against 
cyberattacks, with a cybersecurity result obligation. All available from an all-in-one 
dashboard.

How does it work?

After 3 years of R&D, we have automatized 95% of the tasks usually made by an IT 
service and compiled those tasks into an AI that manages the solution and allows real-
time maintenance and automatic backups (1 action every 15 seconds).

A 1Gbit/s network connection and an embedded ISSP and personalized GDPR support 
are also provided to help the small companies to be efficient and productive even if 
their network connection is low and their rules compliance is weak.

A software suite completes the solution in order to help the entrepreneur to manage its 
IT without being a computer specialist: a password generator and a password manager, 
SunDrive, SunScan, SunBackup...
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BLOCKCHAIN LIVE 2018
26TH September 2018
Grand Hall, Olympia
London, UK

Twitter - @UKBlockchain

LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com/company/blockchainlive/

Blockchain Live is the UK’s leading event for blockchain technology and aims to 
connect innovators, influencers and investors to aid the adoption and drive growth in the 
marketplace and take blockchain to the mainstream. Our event affords you the opportunity 
to meet more than 3000 senior decision makers and specialists from leading organisations 
in sectors such as; finance, banking, insurance, the public sector and energy that we have 
identified as ready to adopt or implement blockchain.

“Blockchain Live 2018 is the go-to event for anyone interested in unlocking the 
potential of this exciting new technology for their business. We are taking Blockchain to 
the mainstream and acting as a catalyst for mass adoption by end users, exploring some of 
the most innovative and game-changing Blockchain platforms and applications available.” 
- David Roberts, Event Director, Blockchain Live.

To find out more: 
BLOCKCHAINLIVE Website

SO

MEDIA PARTNER

BE AMONG THE LEADING 
ORGANIZATIONS IN THE 
WORLD OF BLOCKCHAIN

BLOCKCHAINLIVE

WEDNESDAY 26 SEPTEMBER 2018, OLYMPIA, GRAND HALL, LONDON
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CYBER SECURITY SUMMIT
NOVEMBER 15th, 2018
BUSINESS DESIGN CENTRE, LONDON

The Cyber Security Summit is the UK’s leading one-day conference and expo for 
those at the forefront of securing technology, data and networks across government, 
the public sector and enterprise. The event will take place on the 15th November at the 
Business Design Centre in London. The Summit provides a unique platform for leaders 
and implementers to engage in cross-sector debate and share insights to optimise cyber 
resilience and the fight against cybercrime and with over 2000 attendees we are the 
biggest one day cyber event in the UK. This year we will be running an exclusive Data 
Protection Summit along with a fully interactive ‘War Room’ featuring live simulations of 
cyberattacks to improve your preparedness for a cyberattack. 

To find out more: 
CYBER SECURITY SUMMIT Website

BLOCKCHAINLIVE

SO

MEDIA 
PARTNER
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Feedback and suggestions

Your feedback is extremely important to us and we value and appreciate receiving 
your suggestions or comments to help us improve our content, services and the way we 
communicate.

We appreciate receiving compliments

If you are satisfied with the Cyber Startup Observatory, please let us know. It helps us 
to know that we are delivering our services effectively and provides us with an opportunity 
to recognize our team’s valuable effort.

Suggestions on cybersecurity topics, news, solutions and innovations are a valuable 
input

We strive to cover relevant topics, provide valuable resources and to shed some light 
on important issues. The team welcomes your contribution as a way to widen our vision, 
the quality of the content and the depth of our knowledge.

You can contact us at: 
info@cyberstartupobservatory.com

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
mailto:info%40cyberstartupobservatory.com?subject=Feedback
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The information provided by the participating startups and companies belongs to 
them. They remain the sole and exclusive owner of any information provided to Smartev 
including without limitation, with respect to any intellectual property rights, copyrights 
and trademarks. Smartrev Analytics Consultants SLU have received explicit written 
permission to publish all the information included in this report.
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